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While Bruce and Kris 
Jenner are dealing with 
the implosion of their  
couldn’t-script-it-if-you 
tried family drama  
(see p. 22), their 23-year 
union with nine seasons 
in front of the camera is 
actually quite the feat 
compared to other 
reality-TV couples. From 
Jessica Simpson and 
Nick Lachey, who 
divorced three years 

after first going public 
with their laundry crises 
and culinary confusion 
in Newlyweds, to The 
Bachelor’s Blake Garvey, 
who dumped fiancée 
Sam Frost after six 
weeks, reality-TV is  
often the kiss of death.  
So bravo, Kris and 
Bruce—in reality, you’ve 
fared very well.

Nicky Briger, Editor   
editor@who.com

reality  
couple 
curse!

Tweet me your thoughts on 
the mag at @NickyBriger
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Jessica 
simPson 
and nick 
Lachey 
The couple
shot to fame by
the end of the
first season of 
Newlyweds in
2003, but after 
three seasons 
their marriage
was kaput.

khLoe 
kardashian 

and Lamar 
odom 

Khloé & Lamar, 
a spin-off of 

Keeping Up with 
the Kardashians, 

launched in 2011 
and lasted two 

seasons. Its stars 
split in 2013.

bethenny 
frankeL and 
Jason hoPPy  

Their 2010 wedding 
was filmed for 
Bethenny Ever 

After, but by the 
end of 2012 they’d 

announced they 
were divorcing.

bLake 
garvey and 

sam frost 
Audiences saw The 

Bachelor’s Blake 
Garvey propose 

to Frost, but their 
engagement was 
over by the time 

the show aired.

kate 
and Jon 

gosseLin 
Their reality
show, Jon &
Kate Plus 8, 

lasted eight
seasons, one
for each kid, 
but Jon and

Kate divorced
in 2009 after

a decade of
marriage.
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“I wanted the dress 
to look like a moving 

watercolour,” says 
costume designer Sandy 

Powell of Cinderella’s  
ball gown. “It’s made of 
lots of different fabrics, 
lots of layers and I used 

several different colours, 
which built up to make 

the moving blues.”

CinderellaCreating
Disney is putting a fresh spin on the 1950 

animated classic with a live-action ‘Cinderella’ 
dripping in lush details fit for a fairytale 
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More 
Galleries,   

videos and  
celebrity 

news!

baby
girl!

Meet my

Cate Blanchett

Thrilled to be in the pink, 
three celebrity mothers 

introduce their daughters  
to the wider world

C radling her baby daughter, Edith, protec-
tively during a March 12 shopping trip and 
school run in Sydney’s Gladesville, the 
actress looked a little like a frazzled new 

mother—tired eyes hidden behind dark sunglasses 
and casual clothes. Blanchett, 45, had son Dashiell, 13, 
with her and between bites of a snack he touched his 
baby sister’s head and levered her out of their mother’s 
arms to carry her. The little girl, in a tiny patterned 
dress, was calm and the display of love backed up what 
Blanchett’s excited husband, Andrew Upton, 49, said 
when his famous family expanded recently to six with 
Edith’s adoption: “We’re thrilled.”

Three days after the outing, Blanchett—in a 
colour-blocked Roksanda Ilincic dress—was in movie-
star mode on the blue carpet at the premiere of her 
film Cinderella at Sydney’s State Theatre, but Edith was 
still on her mind. “We’re absolutely besotted,” she said, 
explaining why she and Upton made the decision to 
give sons Dashiell, Roman, 10, and Ignatius, 6, an 
adopted sister. “There’s a lot of children out there that 
don’t have the good fortune of our biological children 
so it’s lovely to welcome a little girl.”

Upton chimed in, saying the new addition is “very 
exciting,” and confirming that the family, who lived  
for nine years in England, will move to the US at the 
end of 2015: “We’re all looking forward to spending 
more time together in one place.”

Family

D
II

M
EX

 (
5)

“Fourth time 
around, it’s 
extraordinary,” 
said Cate 
Blanchett (with 
daughter Edith 
in Sydney’s 
Gladesville on 
March 12).

american
girl

At the Cinderella premiere on 
March 15, Blanchett confirmed 

Edith was adopted in the US when 
she was asked her thoughts on 

Australia’s adoption laws:  
“Well, I haven’t been through 

it here. It was in the 
United States.”

With school 
out, big brother 
Dashiell checked 
on Edith. 

Blanchett kept an 
eye out as Dashiell 

looked a natural 
carrying  his sister.

“You cram 
everything in to 
make space for 

your kids like any 
working parents,” 

said the Oscar 
winner, who doesn’t 

have a nanny.Eight days 
after arriving in 

Sydney, Edith 
got out and 
about in her 

new home town, 
snuggled into 

her mother.

Everything old ...
Really? Actress Sarah Shahi 
named her twins Violet and 
Knox (March 23)? Sounds very 
similar to Angelina Jolie’s twins, 
Vivienne and Knox. I know 
movies are being recycled like 
crazy in Hollywood, but names?
Belinda, SA
It’s true!—Ed.

Kim vs Rita
Can every person who has a 
“design” brand stop bowing 
down to Kim K? She looks  
like sausage meat stuffed into  
its skin, whereas Rita looks 

absolutely stunning (March 23)! 
Enough of the Kim worship! 
Ally, NSW

What’s in a name?
Jerry Seinfeld’s wife, Jessica, 
would not be happy being 
called by his old girlfriend 
Shoshanna’s name (March 23)!
Ally, NSW
Sorry‚ let’s hope they can joke 
about it!—Ed.

Subscriptions: Phone 1300 720 600  
Email subscriptions@ 
pacificmags.com.au

SMS service provider: Be.interactive. 
Helpdesk 1800 65 33 44.

Danielle Douros 
met comedian 
Jane Hall (left)  
in Melbourne.

Snapped!

Send your pic with a celeb to snapped@who.com.
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Plumps and fi rms without the sting
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skin. Collagen and elastin are then stimulated to help reverse the signs of ageing.

The Manuka Honey then ensures that your skin is properly nourished, renewed and 
revitalised. Leaving your skin looking brighter, fi rmer and visibly younger.

Available at Chemist Warehouse, My Chemist, Priceline, Terry White Chemist, Good Price Pharmacy, leading Pharmacies and at skindoctors.com.au
*Tests on Trylagen® (active ingredient in Skin DoctorsTM Beetox) showed up to 300% increase in the density of skin collagen III in 7 days. 96 in vitro samples.
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Katie Holmes and Jamie Foxx have secretly been       seeing each o

‘They spend
 hours togeth

Katie Holmes & Jamie F

hot topicsttop s
Holmes cut loose to 
Daft Punk with Foxx 
at Ron Perelman’s 
Hamptons bash  
in August 2013,  
and was seen  
taking a sip of the 
actor’s cocktail.

“Jamie is being 
careful because he 
has a lot of respect 

for Tom,” said an 
insider of Foxx 

(with Cruise and 
Holmes in 2006). 
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They danced onsTage  
together at a hamptons event as 
onlookers chanted, “go, Katie! go, 

Katie!” ever since that night in 2013, rumours 
have swirled of a romance between actors 
Katie holmes and Jamie Foxx—and now 
multiple sources confirm to Who that the 
two have indeed been spending time together 
for more than a year.

although the a-list pair are growing 
closer, it’s not yet “some intense romance,” 
says an inside source. still, their secret dates 
are fuelling further rumours. “They are two 
adults who are attractive and single,” says 
the source. “Jamie and Katie are friends and 
have been for a long time.” 

since holmes, 36, moved from new york 
(where she still has a residence) to the Los 
angeles area last year with daughter suri, 8, 

tly been       seeing each other
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another insider says she has been spotted 
visiting Foxx, 47, “often” at his home a short 
drive away, and “they spend hours together” 
at a time. “They’re very Mission: Impossible 
about their romance,” an insider told In 
Touch. however, adds a Foxx source, “They 
see each other and go out together, but Jamie 
would tell you he is not involved with any-
one seriously. he’s a workaholic and couldn’t 
be happier in his life as it is.”

The pair, of course, go way back: Foxx 
starred with holmes’s then-husband, Tom 
cruise, in Collateral in 2004, and holmes 
and Foxx have known each other “for years,” 
another Foxx source says. But a year after 
her divorce, she found herself onstage with 
Foxx in the hamptons—and back in the 
headlines. Months later they were out again 
together, making the most of grammys and 
super Bowl parties, with the New York Post 
reporting she stayed at his La home.

neither holmes nor Foxx has dated 
anyone publicly in recent years. Foxx—he  
is about to start production on two films—
has notably taken his daughters, corinne, 
21, and anelise, 6, as his dates to award 
shows. “I always wanted to be married,  
2.5 kids, wood panelling on the side of the 
station wagon, but ... you get your heart 
broken one good time, especially for a man, 
it’s catastrophic,” he told TV’s oprah Winfrey  
in 2012. and holmes has been focusing on  
suri and her career: she is filming a storyline 
on TV drama Ray Donovan and stars in the 
movies Mania Days, which just premiered  
at the sXsW festival in austin, Texas, and 
Woman in Gold (out here on May 28).

as for serious romance, holmes told Who 
in november that she “absolutely” still believes 
in love, adding: “I’m a very loving person.  
of course I’m open to finding love again.” n

e Foxx

Who Who l 9  

Filming Ray 
Donovan 
with Liev 

Schreiber 
on Feb. 23.

katie’s  
life in la

Holmes loves Los Angeles 
because “you have space and 
sunshine and a yard.” She has 
posted photos of herself and 

Suri (above, in Disneyland 
in October) painting their 

walls (left)—as well as 
their nails (right).
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Cameron & Benji’

Are the newlyweds          se

Never
say Neversay Never

Diaz (right, on March 8 and, Diaz (right, on March 8 and, 
left, with Madden on Feb. 14) left, with Madden on Feb. 14) 

has said she doesn’t know has said she doesn’t know 
what’s going to happen next. what’s going to happen next. 

“I could end up being the “I could end up being the 
next ‘octomum’—who next ‘octomum’—who 

fricking knows?” fricking knows?” 

A smitten 
Diaz and 
Madden 
(on Feb. 14) 
married after 
a nine-month 
romance. 

Baby b
hot topicsottop

10 10 l  Who  
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Two and a half  
months after Cameron  
diaz and Benji Madden’s 

whirlwind wedding, speculation is 
growing that the loved-up couple 
are expecting a baby. fuelling the 
rumour is the suggestion of a small 
baby bump, evident when diaz, 42, 
stepped out with close friend and 
now sister-in-law nicole Richie in 
los angeles on March 14. while 
the couple’s reps have remained 
silent on the buzz, a baby would  
be a natural next step for diaz.

“She told Benji she really wants 
a baby,” a source told E! News on 
Jan. 6, the day after their wedding. 
“and he said, ‘well, marry me.’ 

he’s old-fashioned ... Marriage was 
important to him.”

while diaz’s views on mother-
hood have seesawed over the years 
—she has variously said she “was 
never drawn to being a mother” 
along with “if one day I’m blessed 
with the experience of having a 
child, I would be overjoyed”—she 
has maintained she would never say 
never to anything in life. “If I wanted 
kids, at any point in life, I would 
have them,” she told Britain’s Daily 
Telegraph last year. “whether 
through adoption or through being 
in a relationship with somebody who 
has a child.” or having her own 
biological bundle of joy, perhaps? n

ron & Benji’s

eds          set to become first-time parents?

They dine together, 
party together—and 

shop together! Sisters-
in-law Diaz and Richie 

get the groceries  
on March 14.

With a now slightly fullerfigure, the normally athleticDiaz (on March 14) hasbecome an aunt to Richie’stwo children, Harlow andSparrow, Richie’s childrenwith Joel Madden.

Baby buzz!

Who l 11  
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 It was play tIme for both KIDs  
and parents when Chris martin, Kate 
hudson and their respective children 

had a day on the beach in malibu 
followed by dinner on march 14. 

hudson, who in December split with 
her fiancé, muse frontman matt bellamy, 
hit the sand with their 3-year-old son, 
bingham, and ryder, 11, her son to 
another musician, ex-husband Chris 
robinson of the black Crowes. martin 
brought his two children with his ex, 
Gwyneth paltrow: daughter apple, 10, 
and son moses, 8.

hudson counts paltrow as a friend. 
they regularly mixed in london when 
she was with bellamy. “she’s been my 
go-to about where to get things done—
grocery shopping, a good mani-pedi, 
you know, all that,” Kate told Harper’s 
Bazaar in 2012. “I look up to Gwyneth 

and how she has been in her life.” along 
with bellamy and martin, she celebrated 
paltrow’s 42nd birthday in september  
at the Iron Man actress’s house in 
brentwood, los angeles.

after martin and paltrow’s “conscious 
uncoupling” in march last year, a friend  
of paltrow told who, “they have been 
on-and-off for many years.” several friends 
told who they had an “open” relationship 
at times during their 10-year marriage. 

when rumours of a hudson–martin 
romance surfaced last year, her lawyer 
released a statement: “ms hudson and her 
family are close friends with Gwyneth 
paltrow, Chris martin and their family, and 
any suggestion that ms hudson was ‘linked’ 
romantically to mr martin, or otherwise had 
anything to do with his marital separation, 
is deeply upsetting … as well as completely 
false, defamatory and actionable.” n

hot topics

They’re  
‘just friends’

happyhappy
familiesfamilies

After splitting with her fiancé After splitting with her fiancé 
in December, Hudson’s rep in December, Hudson’s rep 
said she and Matt Bellamy said she and Matt Bellamy 

“remain very close friends and “remain very close friends and 
committed co-parents.” Martin committed co-parents.” Martin 

and Paltrow are also close, and Paltrow are also close, 
spending Valentine’s Day spending Valentine’s Day 

in Malibu with their in Malibu with their 
children.children.

The mother 
of two, in a 
bikini by New 
York–based 
designer Mara 
Hoffman, has 
an “irresistible 
tush,” according 
to friend 
Jennifer Aniston.

Hudson caught up with Martin in
Malibu on March 14. Her lawyer 
shot down reports they were
involved last year.

Kate Hudson and Chris Martin bring 
their families together for a day in the sun 

ics
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Where was Chris Martin’s back-on girlfriend 
while he was in Malibu on March 14 with Kate 
Hudson and their children? Jennifer Lawrence, 
24, has been shooting Joy in Boston and was 
spotted flying out that day on a private jet. 
Meanwhile Martin’s ex, Gwyneth Paltrow, was 
hosting the 2015 amfAR Hong Kong gala, 
reportedly raising $5 million for AIDS research.

Martin and Lawrence were snapped 
having sushi in Los Angeles on  
Dec. 30. ”They were into each 
other,” a source told WHO.

The actress 
played ball 
with Moses 

(left) and  
son Ryder.

And... Jen?
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Volleyball with Martin’s daughter, Apple.Hudson and Martin are said to be gym buddies at the Tracy Anderson Studio.

A sher Keddie hAs welcomed 
offspring of her very own, with the  
Gold logie–winner and her husband, 

Archibald Prize–winning artist Vincent 
Fantauzzo, celebrating the arrival of their baby 
boy. “i can confirm Asher Keddie and Vincent 
Fantauzzo welcomed a healthy little boy last 
week,” a rep for the Offspring actress tells 
who. “The couple are thrilled and enjoying 
their downtime.”

it’s the first child for the actress, 40, and  
the second for Fantauzzo, who has 5-year-old 
son luca from a previous relationship. “we 
think he’s so wonderful,” Keddie has said.  
“he teaches us so much.” 

Keddie and Fantauzzo began dating in  
2012 after they were introduced through  
celebrity chef matt moran, luca’s godfather. 
The pair were married in a secret barefoot 
ceremony on Fiji’s Turtle island last April. n

The actress and her artist 
husband expand their family

Fantauzzo 
has said his 
life revolves 
around 
“being a 
parent.”

That nervous first car trip: the 
couple (leaving hospital in 

Melbourne on March 12)  
are “thrilled” with the birth  

of their baby, says a rep.

The couple
kept their 

bundle of joy
under wraps.  

A boy 
for 

AsherAsher

Who Who l 13  
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Host kevin Hart 
promised Comedy 
Central’s Justin Bieber 

roast would “give the boy an 
ass-whuppin’ he deserves.” so he 
and Ludacris, shaquille o’neal, 
Will Ferrell and even Martha 
stewart did just that, pummelling 
the just-turned-21-year-old pop 
star as they taped at the sony lot 
outside Hollywood on March 14.

“Bieber has 10 million fans. 
Most are in middle schools, or 
standing at least 500 feet away 

Bieb
roas

What else do you giv

hot topics

r
seriously,

nownow
At the end, Bieber looked into At the end, Bieber looked into 
the camera to say, “I lost some the camera to say, “I lost some 

of my best qualities. I’m looking of my best qualities. I’m looking 
forward to being someone to be forward to being someone to be 
proud of. Someone close to me proud of. Someone close to me 

once said how you rise from once said how you rise from 
a fall is how you are a fall is how you are 

truly defined as a truly defined as a 
man.”man.”

Bieber endured five 
hours of roasting that 
skewered his legal 
woes over reckless 
driving and egging 
a neighbour’s house. 
He was joined by a 
capuchin monkey that 
resembled his pet 
Molly, confiscated in 
Germany in 2013.

“When people ask me
what I got for my 21st 
birthday, I’ll tell them  

I got my dick kicked in,” 
said Bieber, who turned

21 on March 1.

Actress Kate 
Walsh was a 
guest at the 

taping.

Singer Carly 
Rae Jepsen, 
whose video 
for “I Really 

Like You” 
starred Justin 

Bieber and 
Tom Hanks, 
came along.

ottop

Tap here to see 
more of the roast
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give a bad boy with everything?
from one,” said Hart.

“He may have turned 21, but 
Justin will always be a baby to 
me,” cooed Ludacris. “Since 
babies piss everywhere and  
never know when to shut up.”

With Kourtney Kardashian, 
Kendall Jenner and Chrissy 
Teigen laughing in the audience, 
Bieber either slapped his knee or 
sat quietly, looking apprehensive. 

“Last year, you were ranked 
the fifth most-hated person of  
all time,” lectured O’Neal. “Kim 

Jong-un didn’t rank that high. 
And he uses your music to 
torture people.”

“You are the King Joffrey of 
Pop,” said Jeffrey Ross on the 
special (airing here on March 31). 
“Seth Rogen thinks you’re a 
conceited piece of shit, and he 
hangs out with James Franco.”

But Bieber bit back: “What 
do you get when you give a 
teenager $200 million? A bunch 
of has-beens calling you a  
lesbian for two hours.” n

Kourtney Kardashian 
(left) and Kendall 
Jenner smiled as 
comedians dissed  
their family.

Comedians Jeffrey Ross 
(left) and Dave Chappelle 

flanked audience member 
John Mayer. 

Aspiring rapper 
Jaden Smith chatted 
and posed with 
Kendall Jenner.

“I don’t love the idea of 
a roast,” Patti Mallette 
(with son Bieber) told 
WHO. “No mom wants 

to see their kid get 
roasted.”

“All these rappers 
on stage and Martha 

Stewart [pictured with 
Snoop Dogg] has done 

the most jail time,” 
joked Natasha Leggero.

“Damn, you guys were brutal,” 
said Bieber, after roastings by 

comedian Natasha Leggero, 
Hart and rapper Ludacris.

Shaquille O’Neal, at 
2.16m, called host 
Kevin Hart, 1.63m,
“the only celebrity
with a star on the
yellow brick road.”

“This kid has spunk, 
moxie, and probably a 

few other STDs,” said Will 
Ferrell (as Anchorman’s 

Ron Burgundy).
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hot topics

Kate stays busy as she prepares  
to welcome the next royal baby

‘Not long   
  now!’

It was a case of upstairs meeting downstairs when the Duchess  
of Cambridge gravitated to Downton Abbey’s “kitchen” on a visit  

to the period drama’s set in London’s Ealing on March 12. “She  
spent the longest time in the kitchen, so me and Lesley [Nicol, who 

plays head cook Mrs Patmore] are taking that as a compliment,”  
said Sophie McShera, who plays assistant cook Daisy. 

Yes, MiladY

The Duchess (with
McShera, left, and Nicol)
enjoyed the tour so much
she stayed an extra hour.

In a day of mIxed emotIons, a heavIly 
pregnant and sombre duchess of Cambridge was 
moved by tributes to the fallen British men and 

women serving in afghanistan during a commemorative 
service at london’s st Paul’s Cathedral on march 13, 
before she stepped outside to spend time chatting and 
smiling with the war heroes’ families. But it was the 
actions of her unborn child that provoked the biggest 
reaction from Kate, 33. hand clutched to her eight-
month baby bump, the duchess gave a half-laugh, 
half-grimace as her kicking baby decided it was time  
to make his or her presence felt. 

the service, attended by a large royal contingent 
including Prince William, the Queen and Prince Philip,  
as well as afghanistan veteran Prince harry, was part  
of a busy week for the duchess. “I sometimes forget  
I’m pregnant,” she told local Jenny Cranstone on a 
march 11 visit to the seaside town of margate. Indeed, 
with just weeks to go before the birth of her second  
child she shows no signs of slowing down, joining 
husband William to pay their annual st Patrick’s day 
visit to the Irish Guards on march 17. n

Kate (with William on
the steps of the cathedral
on March 13) reacted
to her kicking baby.

During a visit  
to Margate on 

March 11, Kate 
(with William at  

St Paul’s Cathedral 
on March 13), 

stroked her 
stomach and  

told local artist 
Harley Russel,  

“Not long now.”

hottopiccss
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From George to From George to 
George: Lady Mary’s George: Lady Mary’s 

Michelle Dockery Michelle Dockery 
and onscreen son and onscreen son 

George (Oliver Barker) George (Oliver Barker) 
presented Kate with a presented Kate with a 
gift for Prince George. gift for Prince George. 

Kate joined Kate joined 
other royals to other royals to 
commemorate commemorate 
the loss of 453 the loss of 453 

British men British men 
and women and women 

serving in serving in 
Afghanistan.Afghanistan.

Elton John defends his kids against claims they are ‘synthetic’
War of words
don’t mess with elton john’s family. the 
singer, who has two sons via surrogate with husband 
david furnish, 52, vented his fury after designers 
domenico dolce and stefano Gabbana threw shade 
on same-sex couples having children. 

“we oppose gay adoptions. the only family is  
the traditional one,” they were reported as saying  
in italy’s Panorama magazine on march 12. “no 
chemical offspring and rented uterus ... you are  
born to a mother and a father—or at least that’s  
how it should be,” added dolce, 56. “i call children  
of chemistry synthetic children. wombs [for] rent, 
semen chosen from a catalogue.”

elton john didn’t feel the love for his fellow gay 
men. “how dare you refer to my beautiful children  
as ‘synthetic’?” the 67-year-old singer posted on 
instagram on march 14. “i shall never wear dolce  
and Gabbana ever again. #Boycottdolce-Gabbana.” 
singer Ricky martin and Glee creator Ryan murphy, 
both gay fathers, also tweeted their protest. n

Elijah, 2, and 
Zachary, 4, with Zachary, 4, with 
their fathers on their fathers on 

Feb. 22.Feb. 22.

Elton John (left, with 
David Furnish and sons 
in August) called IVF “a 
miracle that has allowed 
legions of loving people, 
both straight and gay,  
to [fulfil] their dream  
of having children.”

Stefano Gabbana, 52 (left,
with Domenico Dolce on
Sept. 21) later said in a
statement, “It was never our 
intention to judge other 
people’s choices. We do
believe in freedom and love.”

tap here to see 
more of Kate
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spotted! We’re there ... for
when you can’t bewhen you can’t be

Swipe pic to see more
MIAMI,  MARCH 15

Model Gigi Hadid and singer Cody Simpson mixed business with pleasure 
at the beach, with Hadid playing host for Victoria’s Secret Pink Spring 
Break bash and Simpson on hand to perform. “We’re very supportive of 
each other,” Simpson tells WHO. 

Summer of love

Tap here 
to see the 

video
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spotted! We’re there ... for
when you can’t bewhen you can’t be

Swipe pic to see more

Paris, march 10
Paris Fashion Week experienced the full strength of blue steel when Ben Stiller 
and Owen Wilson shot scenes for their movie Zoolander 2, set to  
hit cinemas in 2016. 

So hot right now
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spotted! We’re there ... for
when you can’t bewhen you can’t be

Swipe pic to see more
byron bay,  nSW,MarCH 16

Local boy Chris Hemsworth left behind wife Elsa Pataky and kids India, Sasha and Tristan 
to hit the waves at Byron, where he and his family live in a reported $7 million, eight-
bedroom estate. The man of the house recently wielded a non-Thor hammer for his 
daughter:  “I repaired a little tree house.” 

Endless summer
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Best teeth whitening 
product of 2015

VOTED AUSTRALIA’S BEST 
WHITENING PRODUCT

WHITENING PENWHITER TEETH IN 2 DAYS

CPA1271ACTI15581626 2015-02-27T16:27:43+11:00



a family divi
Trouble

United 
Front

“He is a great dad and they 
didn’t feel the need to [ask 

questions about his changing 
appearance],” a family insider 
says of the daughters (right, 

with Bruce in a Jan. 19 
Instagram pic).

Part of the blended family 
in 2006. Back row, from left: 
Kourtney, Kim, Khloé, Brandon. 
Front row, from left: Kendall, 
Kris, Bruce, Kylie and Rob.  

ammily
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y divided
e just have to get used to 
our new normal.” So says 
Kim Kardashian West in 
the March 16 premiere  
of Keeping Up with the 
Kardashians, the E! family 
soap opera that has just 

kicked off its 10th season. She was referring  
to the divorce of her mother, Kris Jenner, and 
step father, Bruce Jenner, after 23 years of 
marriage. But as is nearly always the case  
with the show, there is far more to the “reality” 
of the situation than what is captured by the 
cameras. Consider that Bruce himself used the 
same phrase to describe the adjustment his  
10 adult children and stepchildren are making 
since he shared the deeply personal truth he  
has been hiding for more than 50 years: he  
is transgender. Except that when the former 
Olympian said it, according to someone who 
has spent time with him lately, “He kind of 
joked, ‘This is really a new normal.’ ”

There is no question that’s true. In the nearly 
two months since Jenner, 65, made headlines 
around the world with the news he is 
transitioning to become a woman, multiple 
sources tell WHO that his kids have been 
supportive, even as there has been considerable 

W
Now that he has told his loved ones about 

his transgender journey, Bruce Jenner must 
navigate conflicting loyalties among his brood

hurt on both sides surrounding the 
famed decathlete’s life-changing 
decision. (In keeping with advice 
from experts, WHO is taking its 
cues from Jenner’s family in regard 
to the use of male pronouns.) “The 
whole family went through a rough 
patch,” says a Kardashian insider. 
“It’s naturally a difficult thing to 
process and work through.”

The family dynamic had 
already shifted in a major way in 
the wake of Bruce and Kris’s split 
(see box, p. 25). “The divorce 
caused a divide, but Bruce’s 
decision to share his transition has 
caused an even greater divide,” a 
KUWTK production source says 
of Bruce’s plans to document his 
journey, both in an interview with 
Diane Sawyer and a docu-series of his own. 
Jenner—he spends most of his time in his 
secluded hilltop Malibu home and described 
himself as “lonely” in the season premiere—
addressed the strain directly, lamenting to 
stepdaughter Kourtney, “I feel so separated. 
The Kardashians over here, the Jenners over 
here. Little me in the middle. Sometimes it’s a 

littlelittle bit tough.”bit tough.”
Among the factions: 

Jenner’sJenner’s children from  children from
hishis previous marriages previous marriages
—Burt,—Burt, 36, Cassandra, 34, 36, Cassandra, 34,
Brandon,Brandon, 33, and Brody, 33, and Brody,
31—who31—who had known about had known about
thethe possibility of their dad’s possibility of their dad’s
transitiontransition “for years,” says  “for years,” says
aa source close to them, and had just begun source close to them, and had just begun
toto repair their relationship with him after  repair their relationship with him after
hehe had largely been absent during his time had largely been absent during his time
withwith Kris. “It was extremely hard for them Kris. “It was extremely hard for them
toto let him back in their lives after barely let him back in their lives after barely
havinghaving any contact with him after he any contact with him after he
marriedmarried Kris,” says a close source who  Kris,” says a close source who
hashas spent time with them recently.  spent time with them recently.
“They“They can’t believe they finally got their can’t believe they finally got their
relationshiprelationship on track, and now they have on track, and now they have

this crazy extra layer to deal with. But they  
are very supportive.”

On the other side are his stepdaughters, 
Kourtney, 35, Kim, 34, and Khloé, 30, who 
“were the last ones let in on it all,” says the 
Kardashian insider. With their relationship 
already strained by the split from Kris, “There 

were weeks they didn’t hear 
from Bruce, and they all kind 
of felt [that Bruce] ditched 
them. They were just hysterical 
when it all really came out.” 
The two daughters he shares 
with Kris, Kendall, 19, and 
Kylie, 17, “are having a hard 
time with the transition,” adds 

the family insider. “They’re very supportive but 
it’s just not an easy situation.”

Despite more than a year of tabloid reports 
surrounding Bruce’s transition, the insider  
says there was significant denial among family 
members in the face of Jenner’s changing 
appearance. “Everyone thought he was  
trying to feel young, that kind of thing,”  
says the family insider. That’s not an 
uncommon reaction among families of 

“It’s a difficult 
thing to process 

and work 
through”

—a Kardashian insider
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transgender people, says Mary Andres, a clinical 
psycho logist and professor at the University of 
Southern California. “Denial usually comes 
first,” she says, often followed by anger  
“connected deeply to a loss of control: ‘How 
will I explain all of this to my friends? You  
are forcing me into a process I didn’t choose 
—to come out as a partner, child or parent  
of a trans person.’ ”

It’s a struggle that Kris, 59, has dealt with  
directly. The reality matriarch “just couldn’t 
emotionally handle it all when he finally came 
out with it,” says the family insider. “Regardless 
of whatever signs there were, it’s a really hard 
pill to swallow. She truly went through a 
mourning period. And they don’t really talk 
now.” For his part, “Bruce feels like Kris is  
used to getting her own way, and going ahead 
with his transition was not probably part  
of her plans,” adds a source who has spent  
time with him recently.

After keeping his truth a secret for more  
than five decades—and “taking a backseat in his 
own life,” as the source puts it, while Kris called 
the shots during their marriage—the 1976 
Olympic gold medallist is now going his own 
way for the first time in a long while. He has 
chosen a new name, an insider tells WHO, but  
is not yet ready to share it, and he is proceeding 
at his own pace just as experts advise. “He has 
learnt a lot just over the past year about what 
transgender means,” says the source. “Trans 
people can identify as female and still be a jock, 
and do all the things that are generally thought 
of as more masculine. It seemed reassuring to 
him that he could correct his gender to what  
it’s supposed to be, but not have to give up  

A day after he was reportedly found drunk and stumbling shoeless 
around the lobby of Harrah’s Resort in Atlantic City on March 15, 
Kourtney Kardashian’s boyfriend, Scott Disick, 31, announced  
he was checking in to luxury treatment centre Rythmia Life 
Advancement Center (RLAC) in Costa Rica. “I realise my issues are 
bigger than me and I’m ready to truly remedy this struggle I 
continue to battle,” he said in a statement. As part of their alternative 
therapies, the centre uses Ibogaine, a hallucinogen created from 
plant roots that is credited with anti-addictive properties. Father-
of-three Disick—their youngest, Reign, is just 3 months—has 
continued with the partying ways that have taken a toll on his 
family. “Kourtney is so tired,” a source tells WHO. “She has heard  
the same excuses again and again ... He lives a lifestyle that is just 
so different than what Kourtney wants for her life and family.”

After he was involved in a Feb. 7 accident that 
resulted in the death of a 69-year-old driver, 
“Bruce would not stop talking about how upset 
he was,” says a KUWTK production source. “He 
was in disbelief for weeks and was often crying. 
He says that as soon as he wakes up in the 
morning, he thinks about how someone died. He 
has expressed that it’s a never-ending nightmare.” 
No charges have been filed in the case, but the 
source says Jenner visited criminal defence 
lawyer Blair Berk for several hours on Feb. 11  
and is concerned about a possible lawsuit. 
(Investigators are reportedly examining a video 
taken seconds after impact for clues.)

Scott’S  StruggleS

craSh  update
“They were a couple 
in love,” a friend says 

of Bruce and Kris (with 
their brood in 1991).

The aftermath of the 
Feb. 7 accident.Feb. 7 accident.

Disick (in Atlantic City
on March 15) “really
wants” to seek help,

says a source. “He’s 
working on his issues.”

24 l  Who  
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or change everything else about his life.”
As he continues to find his way, he has 

remained firm in the belief that “he wants this  
to be his story,” a friend says of the single star, 
who spends most of his days in a quiet routine  
of Starbucks stops, golf and time at home with 
close friends and family. As for the idea that he 
was dating one of Kris’s best friends—a central 
plot point of the premiere of KUWTK—“it 
seems more like he confided in her,” says the 
insider. “She would buy him feminine things he 
wanted. They had some kind of special bond.”

Initially Bruce planned to document his 
journey with an E! series of his own, but that 
plan was put on hold after Bruce was involved  
in a four-car accident on Feb. 7 that resulted in 
the death of a 69-year-old driver (no charges 
have been filed; see box, p. 24). “For Bruce  
to decide to share his journey took a lot of 
psychological strength, and he acts more fragile 
now,” says the production source.

The accident came just when Bruce was finally 
feeling “free,” as a source previously described 
his new state of mind. First aware of his feelings 
as a young teen, for years “he had other people 
buy his clothes and it was very private,” says the 
friend. “He dressed as a woman.” He was also 
attracted to women. “His marriages were no 
shams,” says the friend. When his first two 
marriages—to Chrystie Crownover and Linda 
Thompson—were coming to an end, Bruce sat 
down with his soon-to-be ex-wives and told them 
the truth. Both times his exes were supportive, 
says the source who has spent time with Bruce, 
and both times they encouraged him to do  
what would bring him happiness. But then he 
would “start second-guessing himself over 
whether it was something he really wanted,”  
says the source, wondering whether “it was  
more of a transvestite thing”—dressing in  
women’s clothing—“or a transgender thing.”

The third time he married, to Kris in 1991, 
“he liked how in charge she was of everything 
—it made him feel like he didn’t have to worry  
so much about his identity, who he was. Kris  
was in charge, and he was just along for the 
ride.” Then, nearly three years ago, around the 
time of his son Brandon’s wedding, “He just  
had a feeling of ‘enough,’ ” says the source. 
“Enough trying to fool himself and others, 
enough of letting other people dictate how he 
was going to live.”

Ultimately, that’s what matters for all who 
care for Bruce. These days, “He seems happy  
that he can live his life the way he feels he’s 
intended to,” says the family insider. “They all 
love him very much and would do anything for 
him.” And Bruce returns that sentiment. “Do  
I think they still love me?” he said recently to  
the source in his circle. “Of course I do. I know 
they love me and will always love me.” 
n By Michelle Tauber

team  
bruce bruce 

During his During his 
marriage to  marriage to  
Kris, Jenner Kris, Jenner 
spent little  spent little  
time with time with 

his children his children 
from previous from previous 
relationships. relationships. 

Now he’s Now he’s 
mending the mending the 

gap—and they gap—and they 
are standing are standing 

firmly by their firmly by their 
father’s side.father’s side.

cassandra cassandra 
Jenner, 34Jenner, 34

The first to offer her public The first to offer her public 
support to her father, she support to her father, she 
has reconnected with him has reconnected with him 

and told Wand told WHO last year, HO last year, 
“Whatever he wants to  “Whatever he wants to  

do, he wants to do.”do, he wants to do.”

brandon  brandon  
Jenner, 33Jenner, 33

Expecting a baby with  Expecting a baby with  
his wife, Leah, Brandon  his wife, Leah, Brandon  

“is the father figure,”  “is the father figure,”  
says a source who has says a source who has 
spent time with him.  spent time with him.  
“He’s a guru type and  “He’s a guru type and  

very chilled.” very chilled.” 

Kourtney Kourtney 
Kardashian,35Kardashian,35

A source says she is least A source says she is least 
close to Bruce. With a new close to Bruce. With a new 
baby (and now boyfriend baby (and now boyfriend 
Scott Disick in rehab), “it’s Scott Disick in rehab), “it’s 

difficult to always keep  difficult to always keep  
in touch,” she said.in touch,” she said.

Kylie  Kylie  
Jenner, 17Jenner, 17

She turned up at the She turned up at the 
Hawaiian-themed Hawaiian-themed 
“Kris J Needs a Lei” “Kris J Needs a Lei” 

bash thrown by Kim bash thrown by Kim 
and her sisters  and her sisters  
to boost their to boost their 

mother’s spirits.mother’s spirits.

burt Jenner, 36burt Jenner, 36
In KUWTK, Burt asks In KUWTK, Burt asks 

Kourtney to “say Kourtney to “say 
goodbye” to Khloé and goodbye” to Khloé and 
Rob for him at a Vegas Rob for him at a Vegas 
party. “Please just tell party. “Please just tell 
them I love them,” he them I love them,” he 
says. “It is what it is.”says. “It is what it is.”

Kendall  Kendall  
Jenner, 19Jenner, 19

Kendall, who has a Kendall, who has a 
close bond with her close bond with her 
half-brothers, was half-brothers, was 

the only one of Kris’s the only one of Kris’s 
daughters to attend  daughters to attend  

the “Bruce on the the “Bruce on the 
Loose” party. Loose” party. 

brody  brody  
Jenner, 31Jenner, 31

In the premiere,  In the premiere,  
he organises a he organises a 
“Bruce on the “Bruce on the 

Loose” party for  Loose” party for  
his dad and says  his dad and says  

he wants to set him he wants to set him 
up with “slougars” up with “slougars” 

(slutty cougars). (slutty cougars). 
Bruce declines.Bruce declines.

Kim Kim 
Kardashian Kardashian 

west, 34west, 34
“My mom deserves “My mom deserves 

a little bit more a little bit more 
respect than that,” respect than that,” 

she said in the she said in the 
premiere of Bruce’s premiere of Bruce’s 

‘closeness’ with  ‘closeness’ with  
one of Kris’s  one of Kris’s  
best friends.best friends.

rob rob 
Kardashian, 27Kardashian, 27

He has remained  He has remained  
largely separate from largely separate from 

the drama. He isn’t seen the drama. He isn’t seen 
in the season premiere in the season premiere 

or at his parents’ or at his parents’ 
separate parties.separate parties.

Khloé Khloé 
Kardashian, 30Kardashian, 30
“She was emotionally “She was emotionally 

hurt by Bruce” and hurt by Bruce” and 
the distance she felt the distance she felt 

after the divorce, says after the divorce, says 
a family insider. She a family insider. She 
called his “date” with called his “date” with 

Kris’s friend “a betrayal.”Kris’s friend “a betrayal.”
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Kris Kris 

Her six kids—Her six kids—
including two including two 
with Bruce—with Bruce—

back their back their 
mother and mother and 

have watched have watched 
her “mourn” her “mourn” 
the husband the husband 
she thought she thought 

she knew. They she knew. They 
spend less time spend less time 
with Bruce than with Bruce than 
in the past but in the past but 

continue to continue to 
support him.support him.
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baby
girl!

Meet my

Cate Blanchett

Thrilled to be in the pink, 
three celebrity mothers 

introduce their daughters  
to the wider world

C radling her baby daughter, Edith, protec-
tively during a March 12 shopping trip and 
school run in Sydney’s Gladesville, the 
actress looked a little like a frazzled new 

mother—tired eyes hidden behind dark sunglasses 
and casual clothes. Blanchett, 45, had son Dashiell, 13, 
with her and between bites of a snack he touched his 
baby sister’s head and levered her out of their mother’s 
arms to carry her. The little girl, in a tiny patterned 
dress, was calm and the display of love backed up what 
Blanchett’s excited husband, Andrew Upton, 49, said 
when his famous family expanded recently to six with 
Edith’s adoption: “We’re thrilled.”

Three days after the outing, Blanchett—in a 
colour-blocked Roksanda Ilincic dress—was in movie-
star mode on the blue carpet at the premiere of her 
film Cinderella at Sydney’s State Theatre, but Edith was 
still on her mind. “We’re absolutely besotted,” she said, 
explaining why she and Upton made the decision to 
give sons Dashiell, Roman, 10, and Ignatius, 6, an 
adopted sister. “There’s a lot of children out there that 
don’t have the good fortune of our biological children 
so it’s lovely to welcome a little girl.”

Upton chimed in, saying the new addition is “very 
exciting,” and confirming that the family, who lived  
for nine years in England, will move to the US at the 
end of 2015: “We’re all looking forward to spending 
more time together in one place.”

Family
D

II
M

EX
 (

5)

“Fourth time 
around, it’s 
extraordinary,” 
said Cate 
Blanchett (with 
daughter Edith 
in Sydney’s 
Gladesville on 
March 12).
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y
!

american
girl

At the Cinderella premiere on 
March 15, Blanchett confirmed 

Edith was adopted in the US when 
she was asked her thoughts on 

Australia’s adoption laws:  
“Well, I haven’t been through 

it here. It was in the 
United States.”

With school 
out, big brother 
Dashiell checked 
on Edith. 

Blanchett kept an 
eye out as Dashiell 

looked a natural 
carrying  his sister.

“You cram 
everything in to 
make space for 

your kids like any 
working parents,” 

said the Oscar 
winner, who doesn’t 

have a nanny.Eight days 
after arriving in

Sydney, Edith
got out and
about in her 

new home town,
snuggled into

her mother.
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Sonia
Kruger

Visiting a relative at a nursing 
home in Sydney’s Pennant Hills home in Sydney’s Pennant Hills 
on March 14, Kruger, 49, acces-on March 14, Kruger, 49, acces-
sorised her dressed-down pants sorised her dressed-down pants 
with her trademark megawatt with her trademark megawatt 
smile—and a giant baby bag and smile—and a giant baby bag and 
baby capsule with her daughter, baby capsule with her daughter, 
Maggie, safely strapped inside. Maggie, safely strapped inside. 
The new mother has kept a low The new mother has kept a low 
profile since her girl’s Jan. 24 profile since her girl’s Jan. 24 
birth, but seemed relaxed and birth, but seemed relaxed and 
happy stepping out with Maggie. happy stepping out with Maggie. 
“Every time I pick her up, her eyes “Every time I pick her up, her eyes 
are wide open and she can hear are wide open and she can hear 
my voice and is responding to all my voice and is responding to all 
of that,” Kruger said after the of that,” Kruger said after the 
birth. “It is just like it is brand new birth. “It is just like it is brand new 
every single time. I think it is every single time. I think it is 
going to be like that every going to be like that every 
morning.” One of the best things morning.” One of the best things 
about motherhood? “She smells about motherhood? “She smells 
so good I could eat her.”so good I could eat her.”

Kruger is now juggling Kruger is now juggling 
Maggie with blind auditions for Maggie with blind auditions for 
the fourth season of Nine’s The the fourth season of Nine’s The 
Voice, which she is co-hosting. Voice, which she is co-hosting. 
Offsider Darren McMullen has Offsider Darren McMullen has 
offered his babysitting services: offered his babysitting services: 
“They’re pretty long days so if “They’re pretty long days so if 
Sonia needs a hand, I’m more Sonia needs a hand, I’m more 
than happy to step up.”than happy to step up.”

Sonia Kruger  Sonia Kruger  
(on March 14 (on March 14 

in Pennant in Pennant 
Hills) and Hills) and 

partner Craig partner Craig 
McPherson McPherson 

conceived conceived 
Maggie using  Maggie using  

a donor egg.a donor egg.

“She is thriving,” 
said Kruger of 
Maggie (sleeping 
in her capsule).

“I might keep 
her,” said Kruger 
after Maggie’s 
birth (above, her 
first photos).

Kruger had 
her hands full 
during the 
outing.
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Mila Kunis
Mila Kunis, 31, is so hands-on with her daughter, 
Wyatt, 5 months, that she concedes she “cried” the Wyatt, 5 months, that she concedes she “cried” the 
first time she had to leave her at home: “It’s weird. first time she had to leave her at home: “It’s weird. 
If anyone’s a stay-at-home mum, it’s a very weird If anyone’s a stay-at-home mum, it’s a very weird 
feeling to, all of a sudden, have to leave your  feeling to, all of a sudden, have to leave your  
child.” Not that there’s much leaving behind in  child.” Not that there’s much leaving behind in  
the actress’s home: her fiancé, Ashton Kutcher, 37, the actress’s home: her fiancé, Ashton Kutcher, 37, 
dotes on Wyatt and the couple have taken her dotes on Wyatt and the couple have taken her 
shopping, posed for family snaps in costumes and shopping, posed for family snaps in costumes and 
gone hiking in Los Angeles on March 10.  Being a gone hiking in Los Angeles on March 10.  Being a 
dad has given Kutcher fresh perspective (“There dad has given Kutcher fresh perspective (“There 
are never diaper-changing stations in men’s public are never diaper-changing stations in men’s public 
restrooms”), but being a mum has given Kunis a restrooms”), but being a mum has given Kunis a 
new shape: “Boy, did these things grow,” the new shape: “Boy, did these things grow,” the 
Jupiter Ascending star told talk-show host Conan Jupiter Ascending star told talk-show host Conan 
O’Brien when he ribbed her about co-star Channing O’Brien when he ribbed her about co-star Channing 

Tatum checking out her chest. “Men actually Tatum checking out her chest. “Men actually 
look at my boobs. I needed to start look at my boobs. I needed to start 

wearing bras.” wearing bras.” nn

His daughter is 
“beautiful,” said 
Ashton Kutcher 

(hiking in Los 
Angeles with 

Wyatt on  
March 10). 

Life now 
“is a whole  

new world,”  
said Kunis  

(with her family 
on Twitter).

The new 
parents caught 

a basketball 
game in LA on 

Dec. 19, two 
months after 
Wyatt’s birth.

A family outing  
in LA on Feb. 8.

“This kid—I’m 
freaking out,” freaking out,” 

said Kutcher said Kutcher 
(with Wyatt (with Wyatt 
on Twitter). on Twitter). 

“It’s new, but it “It’s new, but it 
never gets old.”never gets old.”
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My one-way
ticket to

t’s the stuff of science fiction: a team of 
Earthlings board a rocket bound for Mars. 
After a 225,000,000km trip, they land on 
the Red Planet and make their home 
there, spending their days conducting 
research and sending data back to Earth.

That unlikely scenario will become a reality 
if Dutch entrepreneur Bas Lansdorp has his 
way. Lansdorp, 38, sold his majority shares  
in his wind-energy company in 2011 to create 
the space-exploration project he calls Mars 
One. Anyone who signs on really has to love 
travel—the chosen explorers will never return 
to Earth. “This is a mission of permanent 
settlement,” Lansdorp tells WHO. “They go  
to Mars to stay.”

Amazingly, 202,000 volunteers from around 
the world applied, and on Feb. 17 Lansdorp 
announced 100 semi-finalists, including seven 
Australians. The final 24 will undergo nine 
years of training before the first planned 

mission. “People say to me, ‘How can you leave 
your family?’ ” Brisbane semi-finalist Natalie 
Lawler tells WHO. “But there are other drives 
pulling me to do this.”

Before lift-off, however, there are earthly 
challenges to face. Many scientists question 
the project’s feasibility, and Mars One has  
yet to raise even a fraction of the estimated  
$US6 billion needed. Lansdorp plans to 
source much of the money through TV 
rights, including a reality series based on 
the training of the 24.  “A permanent 
settlement mission is hugely ambitious, 
so it is easy for critics to find challenges 
that [we] will need to overcome,”  
says Lansdorp. “We have one huge  
advantage. Even our greatest critics 
secretly hope we’ll make it.” 

Here, three Mars hopefuls 
from Australia spoke to 
WHO’s Emma Martin.

i

Adventure

Photographed for WHO by RicHARD WHiTFiELD 
With reporting by ANNE LANg

SPACE 
ODYSSEY

Should it go ahead, the trek  
to Mars (in the spacecraft 

depicted) will take up to eight 
months. The cramped astronauts 
will eat freeze-dried and canned 

food and exercise three hours 
a day to maintain muscle 

mass in the weightless 
environment.

“Humanity 
needs to be a 
multi-planet 
species,” says 
Natalie Lawler 
(in Brisbane on 
March 15). 
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NATALIE LAWLER
Mother & teacher, Brisbane

Seven Australians, including 
Brisbane mother-of-two Natalie 

Lawler, are vying for a chance to live 
on the Red Planet—permanently

T he 36-year-old high-school maths teacher and 
mother of two girls lives with her partner in 
Brisbane (her children live with their father  

in their home town of Kyabram, Victoria).

When I first read about Mars One I thought it was a 
hoax because there was a small fee to apply. Once I 
realised it was real, I wanted to apply straightaway. 
It wasn’t a case of, “Let’s apply and see what happens.” 
I made the decision that I would go to Mars before  
I sent an application video. My 
partner was also interested  
but ended up not applying.

It’s curiosity that drives human 
nature to advance. There is a  
certain population that has that  
in us; we want to see what is over 
that mountain or, in this case,  
the next planet.

If selected, you are paid for your training. It’s 
full-time. They haven’t explained the remuneration 
yet. They have said families will relocate as well.

My children will be young adults by the time I 
leave. They are 9 and 14 and they will have finished 
school. I suppose we have 10 years to accept we are 
leaving and we have enough time to share with our 
families. It’s like someone with a terminal illness—
they know they have a time period. My 14-year-old 
daughter has said she wants to buy me the ticket! I 
think that’s what teenagers think of their mums at 
that age. My 9-year-old has the kindest heart and 

she said, “Mummy, if you are famous 
does that mean I am famous, too?”  
I will be able to continue to express 
my love to my family in words and 
messages and emails. 

If they choose me, I can train to have any skills 
they like. I have had lots of careers. I studied physio- 
therapy, worked as a property valuer, then I had 
quite a few small businesses. I went back to uni and 
did my teaching and mathematics degree and now 

I am a secondary-school teacher.
I’m fit and strong and very 

healthy so I am physically capable. I 
have what it takes to survive. I was in 
a horrific car accident when I was 16 
years old. The driver, my 18-year-old 
boyfriend, sadly passed away. I was 
told I wouldn’t walk again and if that 
was my reality I would accept it and 

make the most of the life I would have. In Mars it 
will be the same thing. We are not coming back, it is 
not an option, and I will accept that.

There are a couple of things I worry about . One 
is I am not very good with things like roller-coasters. 
And I haven’t done any diving—and I know a lot of 
astronauts do a lot of training under water. 

Sensory deprivation also worries me. I think it 
will be a problem in transit. I’m concerned about 
food boredom, eating the same thing. Food is  
such a pleasure, and diet on the seven-month 
journey will just be space food. When you get  

there we will be able to grow our own food.
As far as water and oxygen go on Mars, there 

will be technology to produce them. A rover  
will pick up soil that will have water molecules 
inside and it goes into the life-support unit,  
is heated and the water is evaporated. Some of  
that water will be used for drinking and storage 
and then the other will be used to [create]  
oxygen to breathe. 

I get a lot of negative criticism because I have 
children. If I said I was going to war I wouldn’t 
receive any negative criticism—I would be 
regarded a hero. Yet because I am going to better 
humanity, it is viewed quite differently. I hope this 
mission changes those views. The world is going to 
be taken on a journey. Whether I am selected for 
this mission or not I still have ambitions to make 
this happen. 

I have always been interested in our place in the 
universe but I don’t have this burning desire to be 
an astronaut. It’s not that being in space is driving 
me to do this. In fact I think the seven-month 
journey is going to be absolutely gruelling. It’s 
bigger than that. It’s about creating a settlement. 
It’s that scientific outpost for humanity to 
make that next giant step in mankind. 
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“I get a lot 
of criticism 
because I  

have children”

EXOTIC
LOCATION
If the mission to Mars is 

successful, the astronauts will 
each live in 50sq-m units (below) 

that would have already been 
transported there. The entire 

settlement (above) will contain  
bedrooms, working areas,  

a living room and a 
“plant” unit. 
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DIANNE 
McGRATH 

Researcher, Vic 

W ith expertise in managing teams in sales 
and marketing, four university degrees, and marketing, four university degrees, 
a love of extreme sports and expert a love of extreme sports and expert 

knowledge in sustainable food systems, the knowledge in sustainable food systems, the 
45-year-old from Melbourne believes she is the 45-year-old from Melbourne believes she is the 
perfect candidate for interplanetary travel.perfect candidate for interplanetary travel.

It was so tempting to sign up. How could  It was so tempting to sign up. How could  
you not want to? Once I felt confident about you not want to? Once I felt confident about 
the Mars One group I put in my application. the Mars One group I put in my application. 
To start, my mum was hesitant. I’m her  To start, my mum was hesitant. I’m her  
only daughter, [but] she fully supports me only daughter, [but] she fully supports me 
living my dreams. I will still be able to living my dreams. I will still be able to 
communicate with family and friends, and communicate with family and friends, and 
the internet will be available, so it’s not  the internet will be available, so it’s not  
that I won’t be able to communicate with that I won’t be able to communicate with 

them. I will miss holding my partner’s hand.them. I will miss holding my partner’s hand.
I started off working in sales and marketing I started off working in sales and marketing 

in management in the pharmaceutical industry in management in the pharmaceutical industry 
so I have vast experience in medical-related so I have vast experience in medical-related 
matters. I also have a lot of experience in the matters. I also have a lot of experience in the 
energy sector—I have my own consultancy  energy sector—I have my own consultancy  
in sustainability. I am working towards a in sustainability. I am working towards a 
PhD in sustainable food practice. PhD in sustainable food practice. 

Mars is a very purposeful Mars is a very purposeful 
mission. We can learn about mission. We can learn about 
ourselves through understanding ourselves through understanding 
this planet and how our own this planet and how our own 
planet has evolved. We can learn planet has evolved. We can learn 
more about our own climate and more about our own climate and 

what we can do to preserve that.  what we can do to preserve that.  
I want to I want to 
inspire young girls to inspire young girls to 

stay in the sciences stay in the sciences 
and to allow and to allow 
themselves to  themselves to  
have the dream  have the dream  
to do something to do something 
extra ordinary.  extra ordinary.  
It can happen. It can happen. 

In 2024 there In 2024 there 
will be four will be four 

astronauts who will go—two men and  astronauts who will go—two men and  
two women. And every two years they will two women. And every two years they will 
send another team of four to join them to send another team of four to join them to 
develop the colony.develop the colony.

We have been given a lot of information We have been given a lot of information 
on the risks of the mission—what the expo-on the risks of the mission—what the expo-
sure will be with radiation during that seven-sure will be with radiation during that seven-
month journey from Earth to Mars, and  month journey from Earth to Mars, and  

what they are doing to mitigate what they are doing to mitigate 
against it [the space craft will be against it [the space craft will be 
shielded]; what the atmosphere  shielded]; what the atmosphere  
is like on Mars; and what we  is like on Mars; and what we  
will face with regard to our  will face with regard to our  
health. The first immediate risk  health. The first immediate risk  
is probably psychological health. is probably psychological health. 

The journey will be difficult, The journey will be difficult, 
but I have been doing a lot of work to but I have been doing a lot of work to 
prepare for the psychological challenge.  prepare for the psychological challenge.  
I have talked with prisoners who were in I have talked with prisoners who were in 
solitary confinement.solitary confinement.

I’m actually more excited than fearful.  I’m actually more excited than fearful.  
We will all die on Earth; it’s more about  We will all die on Earth; it’s more about  
what you do with that life that matters  what you do with that life that matters  
and I see that whether I am on Earth or on and I see that whether I am on Earth or on 
Mars. I really would like to leave a legacy Mars. I really would like to leave a legacy 
that makes a difference. that makes a difference. 
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“I will miss 
holding my 

partner’s 
hand”

LIFE  
ON MARS

According to Mars One, the 
astronauts will grow plants and 

food using hydroponic units.  
The astronauts will also research 

how their bodies respond to  
the planet’s gravitational 
field, which is 38 per cent 

of the Earth’s pull.

“I am totally 
committed to 

this,” says McGrath 
(pictured). Right: 

With her three 
brothers in 

Melbourne.
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JOSH RICHARDS 
Physicist & comedian, Perth

MISSION  

TO MARS2011

MARS ONE FOUNDED

Entrepreneur Bas Lansdorp

and scientist Arno Wielders create

the foundation of the Mars One

mission plan.

2018DEMO MISSION
A demonstration mission is

launched to Mars in 2018; it

provides proof of concept for

some of the technologies that are

important for the mission.

2024

1St CREW LAUNCH

After a final check of systems on Mars,

the Transit Vehicle is launched on a

Mars transit trajectory. This is the point

of no return for the Mars crew.

2013
StARt CREW SELECtION

Round 1 is an online application open

to all nationalities. The selection

program proceeds with three

additional rounds over the course

of two years.

2020
ROVER LAUNCH

One intelligent Rover and one
trailer are launched. The Rover can
use the trailer for transporting Life

Support Units in 2023.

2025

1St CREW LAND 

About 24 hours before landing,

the crew move from the Transit H
abitat into

the landing module, bringing some of th
e

supplies from the Transit H
abitat.

2015StARt OF tRAINING

Groups selected from the first batch

of applicants begin training. This

training will continue until the

launch in 2024.

2023

OUtPOSt SEt UP

The six cargo units land on Mars.

The Rover picks up the Life Support

Units using the trailer. It situates

them in the right place.

2022
CARGO LAUNCH

A second Rover, two Living Units,

two Life Support Systems and a

Supply Unit are sent to Mars.

2026

2ND CREW LAUNCH

The second crew departs
 fro

m

Earth
 in

 2026. W
ith

 th
e second

crew, th
e carg

o fo
r th

e th
ird

 crew

is also la
unched. The second crew

lands on M
ars in

 2027.

     
   F

rom: w
ww.m

ars-one.com

The physicist/engineer, 29, has studied 
psychology and forged a successful career 
as a “science comedian,” which included a 

performance at the Edinburgh Comedy Festival 
in 2012. Since making the Mars One semifinals, 
he has given science talks at school about space. 

I got told when I was 7 that becoming an 
astronaut was impossible because I wasn’t 
born in the US. Now I have an opportunity.  
It’s less about me being the first person on 
Mars than it is about us setting up a colony 
that any kid can look up to and say, “Hey, there 
are people living up there, and I 
can live up there, too, if I want.”

I think it should have been a 
reality about 20 years ago. There 
was no push for the US to keep 
going after Apollo [NASA’s moon 
missions of the 1960s and ’70s], 
and we haven’t gone past orbit since 1972. We 
stopped exploring. Technically,  
it has moved far enough forward that private 
industry can take it there. If you look at going 
to the moon as a kids’ slumber party where 
you stay overnight and come back, going to 
Mars is like humanity moving out of home for 
the first time.

I have spent the past 2½ years thinking  
of the challenges of going to Mars. I might 
have worked as an engineer and studied 
physics, but I am far more fascinated in the 
psychology of four people working together 
in an incredibly isolated and challenging 
environment. We are humanity’s 
ambassadors, so it’s about matching people 
together to uphold our best ideals. 

I think the potential to discover life on 
Mars is quite high—not necessarily the little 
green men but certainly bacteria and 
microbes, and we can learn where we came 
from and where life on Earth came from by 
studying potential life on Mars.

The colony [living quarters] will already be 
set up when we arrive [see right]. Six to eight 
years before we launch, Mars One will be 
sending a probe to find the best spot and 
from there they will be landing supply 
vehicles. When we arrive we will need to do 
more work, install modules, hallways and 

grow our own food. Any time 
we are outside the module  
it will be in Mars suits. 

I know there is a study 
that says we will all die 
[the Massachusetts 
Institute of Technology in 

the US compiled a Mars One feasibility 
report that predicted the pioneers 
would suffocate due to lack of oxygen 
after 68 days]. But I know the folks 
working on the Mars One life support 
systems. They are the best at what they 
do and they are the same guys who 
worked on the life support system for 
the International Space Station. 

The ultimate goal is to have 
humans living on Mars. They will keep 
sending crews and keep building that 
colony up and the hope is that 10 to 
15 years after we arrive, we will be in a 
position where we can send spacecraft 
to send 100 people at a time. 

But someone has to go first. n
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“We are 
humanity’s 

ambassadors”

FAILURE TO 
LAUNCH?

Some scientists doubt the Mars 
One mission will even take off.  
A team at the Massachusetts 
Institute of Technology (MIT) 

identified crucial flaws with the 
plan. “There’s no deep-space 

habitat in development, there’s 
no lander in development,” 

said MIT researcher 
Sydney Do.

“Life on Mars
is going to be
radically different,” 
says Mars One
candidate Richards
(in Perth).
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Fans demand refunds as the health crusader dodges doubts about her cancers

Gibson’s 
spontaneous 
recovery from 
brain cancer 
“doesn’t 
add up,” 
neurosurgeon 
Professor 
Andrew Kaye 
told Fairfax.

Belle
GiBson

of

on  
the move

Even as she detailed a 
growing list of health battles, 
which she said began in 2009 
with a stroke and a terminal-

cancer diagnosis, Gibson 
travelled often and 

documented the trips 
on social media.

“She is very passionate about the

things she believes in,” a friend
told WHO of Gibson (in a social-
media snap). “I don’t like to think
that everything was a lie.”
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confirmed that $300,000 for 
charity had yet to be paid, 
blaming “cash flow” 
problems. “The intentions 
always were and still are to 
give back,” she told Fairfax. 
“The execution of this has 
obviously been flawed.”

That was only the 
beginning, with The 
Australian reporting that in 
an interview Gibson tearily 
admitted she had been “led 
astray” by a medical team 
using “magnetic therapy” 
who had diagnosed her with 
secondary cancers of the liver, spleen, uterus 
and blood last year. “I would say that it was 
more of a misdiagnosis than completely 
fictional,” she said. 

The backlash was immediate, with claims  
of fabrication now levelled 
squarely at Gibson. As early as 
late last year, concerned friends 
reportedly confronted her to 
ask for proof of her medical 
diagnoses but she didn’t oblige. 
In the wake of the media storm 
this month, former followers 
on social media voiced their 

shock and betrayal, and old schoolmates 
expressed long-held doubts. One ex-classmate 
at Brisbane’s Wynnum State High School 
remembered a girl with a fickle sense of 
identity: “At one stage, she was running with 
the ‘emo’ crowd and saying, ‘I’m so emotional, 
I am so depressed,’ and then a week later she 
was in the skateboard crowd and really loud, 
and then she became a surf chick,” Meg Weier, 
24, told WHO. “She ... would come up with a 
new story each week.”

Weier —she says she was not aware of 
whether Gibson had any health issues at school 
“but she looks healthier now”—and others 
who have spoken out question the tumultuous 
childhood Gibson has claimed. She has said 
that at age 6 she became carer for her mother, 

hree years ago, self-styled 
cancer survivor, entrepreneur 
and wellness blogger Belle 
Gibson shared a passionate 
post on social media in defence 
of truth. Beneath a meme 
quote—“The greatest 
advantage of speaking the 
truth is that you don’t have to 

remember what you said”—she added some 
wisdom of her own: “You have serious mental 
health issues if you conjure up lies, situations, 
health issues, struggles or add in unreasonable 
amount of detail to keep things interesting … 
or to satisfy and keep up all the other lies 
you’ve told.”

Was Gibson somehow forecasting her own 
unravelling? Today, the founder of the Whole 
Pantry app once lauded as “inspirational” is 
facing the very accusations she spelt out in such 
detail in that oddly prescient post. Even the 
way that post—since deleted—
came to light speaks volumes 
about the tangled web in which 
Gibson, who claimed to be 26 
but is 23, is now ensnared. 

On March 13, a follower of 
“Belle Gibson Uncovered” on 
Facebook supplied the post as a 
screen shot to the page, which 
launched amid the controversy that followed 
newspaper investigations into the Melbourne 
mother’s business and her claims about having 
terminal cancer. That same day, following a 
weeklong barrage of reports, Gibson hit back 
via Facebook, telling her doubters to “make 
yourself invisible to me” and promising to 
explain all in an “open letter.” At press time 
four days later there was still no letter, but the 
cracks in Gibson’s story continued to spread.

Just weeks ago, model-pretty Gibson was  
a social-media juggernaut with more than 
200,000 followers on Instagram. She posted 
heartlifting updates about living with the 
terminal brain cancer that she said had been 
diagnosed in 2009; she had abandoned 
conventional treatment and focused instead on 
nutrition and natural therapies. Given four 
months to live, she said, her survival inspired 
her in 2013 to launch the Whole Pantry, the 
popular app downloaded 300,000 times that 
led last year to a glossy cookbook. Despite her 
health battle‚ Gibson, who told followers last 
July that her cancer had spread to multiple 
organs, seemed poised for international 
success: Apple chose her app for its much-
spruiked Apple Watch and the cookbook was 
set to publish in the US and the UK, but a 
report published on March 8 threatened it all.

The Fairfax piece revealed that funds the 
Whole Pantry purportedly raised for at least 
five charities had never been passed on. Gibson 

T
who had multiple sclerosis, and that herwho had multiple sclerosis, and that her 
younger brother had autism and depression. 
Both siblings were overweight and her father 
estranged. “My whole life has been weird,” 
Gibson told Sunday Style magazine in 
November. “You go through everything  
that I have been through and that’s enough  
to fill a lifetime.”

No member of Gibson’s family had spoken 
out at press time but Weier, for one, says any 
struggles at home were not apparent. “She 
always had nice stuff,” recalls Weier. “A fair 
few of us had paid jobs and I don’t think she 
did, so it [appeared] she had a parental 
influence in her life.” 

Where Gibson, the mother of a 4-year-old 
boy, Olivier, will turn up next—WHO’s 
attempts to reach Gibson were unsuccessful 
—remains to be seen. What’s certain is that 
Penguin has “stopped supplying [her] book  
in Australia,” as the publisher said in a 
statement on March 16, and plans for overseas 
publication have stalled. Among her friends 
and associates is an overriding sense of  
dismay and sadness. “Belle is human, she is  
a young girl, so my heart is broken for her,”  
a friend tells WHO. “It is confusing and it’s  
disheartening, and if it all unfolds the way it  
is going, then it is a tragic tale.”
n By Karina Machado. Reported by  
Emma Martin and Louise Talbot.
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“It was more of 
a misdiagnosis 

than completely 
fictional ”

—Belle Gibson

question 
of health

In July 2013, Gibson posted 
about a follower “trying to 
discredit” her. “I have been 

healing a severe and malignant 
brain cancer ... with natural 
medicine, Gerson therapy 

and foods. It’s working 
for me.”

On March 10,
police visited
Gibson’s home
in Melbourne’s 
Elwood “as part  
of a welfare
check,” they said
in a statement.
“They left shortly
after with nil
concerns.” Gibson
was reportedly
not home.

Controversy
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DISCOVER 
THE WONDER.

NEW

OUR SILKIEST 
FOUNDATION EVER:
The feeling of this foundation 
is something you’ve never 
experienced. You’ll be completely 
surprised by the fl uid and silky 
texture, so soft and weightless 
it blends perfectly into your skin, 
feels smooth and never cakes.

TRY IT. FEEL IT. BELIEVE IT.
WWW.DREAMWONDER.COM.AU

CONCENTRATED 
PIGMENTS:
The lightweight formula contains 
concentrated pigments, giving you 
perfect coverage that’s buildable. 
A little goes a long way with only 
a few drops needed to achieve a 
fl awless, natural fi nish.

AVAILABLE IN 8 SHADES
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GET THE BEST OF BOTH WORLDS.
PERFECT COVERAGE YET 
THE MOST NATURAL FINISH.
You’ll never have to compromise on a foundation again with new Dream Wonder 
Foundation from Maybelline New York. Finally, a foundation that offers the best 
of both worlds: perfect buildable coverage yet the most natural fi nish. We asked 
Australian women to put it to the test and reveal what they loved most about it.

MAYBE SHE’S BORN WITH IT. MAYBE IT’S MAYBELLINE.®

“It truly gives me the best of both 

worlds… FLAWLESS COVERAGE 

and a NATURAL FINISH!”
– Danielle P.

“It’s so SILKY  and 

LIGHTWEIGHT 
on the skin, 
I don’t feel like 
I’m wearing 
foundation at all”
– Shelle F.

“I was so 

SURPRISED 
that such a thin 
foundation 
could give me 

COVERAGE 
THIS GREAT”
– Amy B. 

“Dream Wonder gives me coverage 

I can build, and a TEXTURE THAT 
NEVER CAKES”
– Sarah C.

“The applicator makes putting it on SO EASY, 

in just a few drops I have a FLAWLESS FINISH”
– Serena X
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“The foundation wraps around the 
stem of the specially designed 
applicator for perfect control. 
Just place a few drops on the 
back of one hand and apply 
to your face with the other.”

NIGEL’S 
EXPERT TIP
N I G E L  S TA N I S L A U S 
MAYBELLINE MAKEUP DIRECTOR
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AUSTRALIAN WOMEN TRY DREAM WONDER
Go to dreamwonder.com.au to see what 
real Australian women think of new Dream 
Wonder foundation.
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bod

An inadvertent flash at the March 12 
ASTRA Awards revealed the TV veteran, ASTRA Awards revealed the TV veteran, 
61, is in knockout form all over, which she 61, is in knockout form all over, which she 
credits to reprioritising her health after  credits to reprioritising her health after  
a 2012 breast-cancer battle. “I go to the a 2012 breast-cancer battle. “I go to the 
gym a lot now,”  Kennerley, whose gym a lot now,”  Kennerley, whose 
regimen includes walking and Pilates, regimen includes walking and Pilates, 
told Prevention last year.  “If I don’t make it told Prevention last year.  “If I don’t make it 
to the gym I will work out at home—I’ve to the gym I will work out at home—I’ve 
got weights, I’ve got a pump DVD and a got weights, I’ve got a pump DVD and a 
yoga track, as well as my bike.”  Her 2012 yoga track, as well as my bike.”  Her 2012 
stint on Dancing with the Stars and diet stint on Dancing with the Stars and diet 
overhaul—reducing portions and upping overhaul—reducing portions and upping 
protein intake—also helped her drop protein intake—also helped her drop 
from a size 12–14 to an 8–10. “I absolutely from a size 12–14 to an 8–10. “I absolutely 
love my new wardrobe,” she said. “That’s love my new wardrobe,” she said. “That’s 
motivation to keep the weight off!”motivation to keep the weight off!”

Kerri-Anne Kerri-Anne 
KennerleyKennerley

Body

These days,
“I suppose I tend

to look after myself 
a little more now,” 

said Kennerley
(in 2005).

Kennerley put on a 
cheeky display in her cheeky display in her 
Mary Ioannidis gown Mary Ioannidis gown 

at the March 12  ASTRA at the March 12  ASTRA 
Awards in Sydney:  “I eat Awards in Sydney:  “I eat 
healthy breakfasts and healthy breakfasts and 

have also cut down  have also cut down  
on pasta and  on pasta and  

bread,” she said.bread,” she said.

THEN

NOW

38lWho  
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Our 
best

bodiesever!
Slimmed-down and toned-up stars share 

tips for looking great and feeling good

With a Vegas residency for her Pieces of Me show, the 
singer, 33, says,  “consistency is key” with exercise.   singer, 33, says,  “consistency is key” with exercise.   
“I like my workouts to be effective in a short amount of “I like my workouts to be effective in a short amount of 
time,” she told Women’s Health. “I start with 20 minutes time,” she told Women’s Health. “I start with 20 minutes 
of intense cardio, usually running, move to light free of intense cardio, usually running, move to light free 
weights, body-weight exercises such as push-ups, weights, body-weight exercises such as push-ups, 
squats, and sit-ups, then finish it off with a stretch.”squats, and sit-ups, then finish it off with a stretch.”

BBritney Spears

The former Disney star has become an activist for body positivity 
since beating several disorders she had as a teen. Now 22,   

“I decided to focus on bettering myself by making changes in my 
life with health, balance, endurance and consistency,” she has said. 
“It’s about loving and taking care of the only body you will have.”

The “foodie” who once complained she had “no time to cook” has 
embraced healthy living since becoming a mother to son Max, 7, 

and Summer, 7 months. “I want my kids to crave home-cooked 
food,” said the singer, 34. “Everything is about moderation,” a 

source told E! News. “She will have cheat meals occasionally, too.” 

Demi Lovato

Christina Aguilera 

THEN
“I started

noticing
changes in my

body,” said
Spears (in

2011).

NOW 
Spears (on 

March 15) leans 
towards raw 

foods. “Sushi 
basically,” she 
said. “And any 

kind of fruit.” 

NOW 
”I’ve learnt  

to appreciate 
my body 

for what it 
is,” said the 

SoulCycle fan 
(on March 12).  

NOW 
Aguilera (on 

Feb. 23) “is 
doing private 
yoga sessions 

and loves how it 
makes her feel,” 

said a source. 

THEN 
“I was beautiful 

then and I’m 
beautiful now,” 

Lovato (in 
2012) posted 

on social 
media. 

THEN 
The star (in 
2012) once 

embraced her 
curves, telling 

WHO, “I’m 
happy in my 

own skin.” 
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A Weight Watchers spokeswoman since 
having her daughter in 2011, the singer 
turned fashion mogul, 34, credits the 
eating plan with helping her lose 27kg 
since her second pregnancy in 2013. She 
continues to tone up and watches what 
she eats by counting her points. “For 
breakfast, I am an oatmeal girl,” she has 
said. “Lunch, I do like bread so I will have  
a sandwich or something. But for dinner  
I try to keep it super clean.”  Working out 
three to four days a week with a personal 
trainer, “I have a newfound determination 
that I’m really proud of,” she said. “I can 
honestly say I’ve never been happier.” 

Despite her performances being  
“full-on cardio,” the singer, 30, said 
her body has  “gotten used to it, so it 
just doesn’t care anymore. It’s more 
about what you eat and less about 
your movement.” For diet motiva-
tion, there’s nothing like a big event 
for the star. “I was doing that kind of 
pseudo-Paleo thing before the Super 
Bowl, because I had, like, a real goal.”

The Geordie Shore star, 24, dropped from a 
size 16 to an 8 in five months by exercising 
four days a week and eating sensibly.   
“I believe in everything in moderation,  
so I didn’t cut anything out of my diet,” she 
said.  “The exercise has been key to getting 
into shape.”  She has since released a  
3 Minute Belly Blitz DVD, featuring short, 
sharp, high-intensity fat-burning workouts.

Jessica 
Simpson

Katy Perry 

Charlotte Crosby

THEN

NOW

Simpson 
stepped out in 
bodycon Dolce 

& Gabbana in 
New York on 

March 13. 

At her biggest, in
2003, “I was so
insecure,” said
Simpson (in
December 2013).
“I’ve been all kinds of 
sizes. I feel like people
can relate to me.”

NOW 
After splurging 
on pizza post–

Super Bowl, “I’m 
back to oatmeal 
and asparagus,” 

said Perry  
(on Jan. 29). 

NOW 
Crosby (in 

November) 
lost 16kg: 

“Losing 
weight has 

changed  
my life.”

THEN 
“It’s really 
about what 
you put into 
your body,” 
said the pop 
star (in 2014). 

THEN 
“My belly was 
so big I could 
rest a drink on 
it,” said Crosby 
(in June). “I 
called it my 
triple ripple.”

40 l  Who  
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A tumultuous 2014 which saw her split from husband Nick 
Cannon led to Carey’s weight creeping up to more than 
81kg as she turned to food for comfort. “Nights can be 
incredibly lonely for Mariah, and when she can’t sleep she’ll 
head straight for the kitchen,” a source told a magazine of 
the 44-year-old singer, whose twins, Moroccan and Monroe, 
turn 4 in April. But the 1.75m diva has vowed to get in shape 
in 2015, and she’s been doing it the superstar way: “She 
hired a personal chef,” a source told In Touch. Carey has cut 
down on sugar and sticks to “vegie smoothies and healthy 
fats like avocado and nuts. She feels like a million bucks.” 

Mariah Carey

Kevin 
Federline

Zach  
Galifianakis

THEN 
By 2009 

marriage to 
Britney Spears 

was behind the 
former dancer, 
but ballooning 

weight hung 
around.

THEN 
The funnyman 

(in April 
2013) was an 

estimated 25kg 
heavier while 

playing The 
Hangover’s 

Alan in 2009.

NOW 
Stints on 

Celebrity Fit Club 
and Australia’s 

Excess Baggage 
kickstarted the 

now 36-year-old’s 
weight loss (above, 

on Jan. 12).

NOW 
Thanks to walking 

and quitting 
alcohol, “Being 
light is fun,” the 
45-year-old (on 

March 9) said. “I can 
go up two flights  

of steps now.”

 “I could eat healthier, I could drink less,” the star, 44, told Rolling 
Stone in June. “I should be working out more, but I’m just 

always saying, ‘Ah, I could get hit by a bus tomorrow.’ ”  She has 
since reportedly lost 20kg with Pilates and a high-protein plan. 

Says a source: “She wants to set a good example for her kids.”

After gaining 10kg during The Bachelor, Frost, 25, faced skinny 
criticism when she was back to   “normal weight”  after cutting out 
chocolate and drinking 2 litres of water a day. She has since talked 

of her mum’s battle with eating disorders to raise awareness of 
body-image issues:  “People need to stop being so ignorant.”  n

Melissa McCarthy 

Sam Frost

THEN

NOW

The slimmed-
down star put  

her pins on 
display while out 

to dinner in  
Los Angeles  

on Jan. 14.

Carey showed
off a fuller figure

while performing
in Adelaide

on Nov. 5.
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THEN 
”I’ve been every 
size,” said McCarthy 
(in June 2014). “Parts 
of my 20s, I was in 
great shape, but I 
didn’t appreciate it.”

THEN 
Filming The 
Bachelor “we 
sat around 
eating  the 
whole time,” 
said Frost. 

NOW 
The actress (on 

Jan. 7) “is not 
obsessed with 
dieting,” says a 

source. “She’s 
looking for a 

happy medium.”

NOW 
“I try and 
work out 

as much as 
possible,” 

said Frost (on 
March 10). 
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Millionair
Suspected of three 
murders over 30 

years, Robert Durst 
says he ‘killed them 

all’—while being  
taped for TV

A HIGH-
PROFILE 
MYSTERY

Kathleen Durst’s disappearance 
in 1982 was front-page news. 
Robert Durst (right, in 2011)
has always maintained that 
he last saw his wife as she 

boarded a train for 
Manhattan. 

The

Durst (in 1965) “does notfeel truly alive unless he’sputting himself at risk,” Jarecki tells WHO. “I think onsome level, he wanted theconfession to be out there.”
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naire
H

aving been publicly accused  
of three murders over the  
past 30 years and legally tried 
and acquitted of one of them, 
reclusive millionaire Robert 

Durst decided it was time to emerge from the 
shadows he had chosen to inhabit and tell  
his story, warts and all. Unsurprisingly—but  
to no avail—his lawyer advised against it. 
Agreeing to be the subject of a six-part HBO 
TV documentary (airing on Foxtel’s Showcase, 
Mondays from May 25 at 8.30 PM), Durst 
seemingly gave himself away with a bizarre 
monologue captured by a wire he was still 
wearing after cameras had stopped rolling. 

“You’re caught,” the 71-year-old eccentric 
mumbled to himself on his way to the men’s 
room. “You’re right, of course. But you can’t 
imagine. Arrest him.” Shockingly, he ended 
with, “What the hell did I do? Killed them  
all, of course.” While debate will rage as to 
whether or not Durst’s mystifying conversation 
with himself was a confession, the March 15 
screening of the unwitting monologue coincided 
with his arrest for the murder of his friend 
Susan Berman, who was found shot execution-
style in her California home in 2000. The LAPD 
confirmed to the Los Angeles Times the arrest 
was based on ongoing joint investigations with 
the FBI, rather than any information revealed 
in the documentary. “The arrest was made as a 
result of the investigative efforts and at a time 
that we believe it was needed,” LAPD deputy 
chief Kirk Albanese said. A law-enforcement 
source said Durst had checked into a Marriott 
hotel in New Orleans under a false name when 
he was arrested on March 14. While his lawyer 
has said Durst’s comments meant nothing, 
according to the source he had a fake passport 
and a large amount of cash. “It was obvious 
that he planned to get the hell out of Dodge,” 
the source said. “It was the first day the New 
Orleans airport was offering flights to Cuba, so 
that’s where we think he was going.”

While the millionaire—his family’s New York 
real-estate fortune is an estimated $4.4 billion 

and the 
Murders
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In the final episode of The Jinx, Durst is seen 
walking to the bathroom seemingly unaware 
that he’s still miked up. “There it is,” he says 
to himself. “You’re caught. You’re right, of 
course. But you can’t imagine. Arrest him.  
I don’t know what’s in the house. Oh, I want 
this. What a disaster. He was right. I was 
wrong. And the burping. I’m having difficulty 
with the question. What the hell did I do? 
Killed them all, of course.” Said director 
Andrew Jarecki before the series was aired: 
“We may never know why he does what he 
does. But after this documentary, I believe 
everyone will know what happened.” 

‘What did I do? Killed them all’

—had been living quietly in recent times in his 
$1.75 million Harlem townhouse, his life has 
never been mundane. From his mother’s violent 
death—she plunged from the roof of the family’s 
mansion when he was just 7—to the disappear-
ance of his first wife in 1982, the murder of 
Berman in 2000 and the death at his own hand 
of a neighbour the next year, a horrific, macabre 
trail of blood and suspicion has followed him 
over three decades. “He’s the one who got 
away,” retired Galveston, Texas, homicide 
detective Cody Cazalas told WHO. “In my 
entire career, I never saw a more clear-cut case 
of murder. I still can’t believe he’s not in jail.”

Charming, manipulative, murderous or 
misunderstood, the notoriously media-averse, 

reclusive Durst finally stepped into the spot-
light the with TV series The Jinx: The Life and 
Deaths of Robert Durst, which examined the 
disappearance of his then 29-year-old wife, 
Kathleen, whose body has never been found, 
and his trial and acquittal for the murder of 
Morris Black in Galveston (he claimed he shot 
him in self-defence). And for the first time, 
Durst told his version of events.

“He really wanted to tell his side,” said 
director Andrew Jarecki, who also helmed the 
Ryan Gosling/Kirsten Dunst movie All Good 
Things, based on Durst’s life. Jarecki predicted 
the series would give the public a different 
insight into Durst. “He’s very intelligent 
and very well-spoken. After hearing 

After Black’s
dismembereddismembered

body was foundbody was found
in 2001, policein 2001, police

zeroed in on hiszeroed in on hisneighbour, Durstneighbour, Durst(on his arrest on(on his arrest on
March 14).March 14).

“I am complicit 
in Kathie’s not 
being here,” said
Durst (in The Jinx).
“If she met some
normal guy ... she
would have lived
an average life.”
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1982
Durst says he had a “pushing, shoving

argument” with Kathleen on Jan. 31, the

last time she was seen alive. He called police

four days later, but admits to lying to them 

about talking to her from New York.

2000
Durst’s long-time friend Susan
Berman was found shot execution-

style in her California home on
Dec. 23. He was questioned in the

case but never charged.

1973
Durst says he and Kathleen were
blissfully happy until he forced
her to have an abortion. “I didn’t 

want kids,” he says. “I knew I wasn’t

going to be a good father.”

2003
A jury acquitted Durst in
Black’s murder. He pleaded
guilty to two counts of bond-
jumping and one count of 
evidence-tampering relating
to the disposal of a body and
was sentenced to five years.

2005
While on parole, Durst was 
ordered to stay home. During
an unauthorised trip to the
mall, he ran into the judge
from his trial. He returned
to jail for more than two
months on parole violation.

2000
Durst moved to Texas  
and began dressing as a
woman so he wouldn’t be
recognised, he says. He
became acquainted with
Morris Black, who was found
murdered nine months later.

2001
After two months on
the run, Durst (in his 
booking photo) was 
arrested for killing
Black. He claimed
he shot him in self-
defence after a scuffle.

Marriage, Mystery and Murder: a Timeline

what he has to say, people are going to feel like 
they know him a lot better.” Added producer 
Marc Smerling: “You have to listen to Robert 
carefully. There’s a lot of depth there. He talks 
about multiple levels of his life.”

It was a life that began full of privilege and 
promise. The oldest of four children born to 
Seymour and Bernice Durst, Robert describes 
his memories of life before his mother died as 
“happy, happy, happy.” But he gives a chilling 
account in the documentary of his memory of 
the night she died: “My father got me and said, 
‘Come on over here, I want you to see Mommy.’

“We looked out a window onto the roof and 
there was Mommy. I waved at Mommy;  
I don’t know if she saw me. All of a sudden  
I heard the maids shouting, ‘She’s off the roof!’ 
She had a long, long fall.” Though her death 
was ruled an accident, Robert believes it was a 
suicide. But Robert’s estranged brother Douglas 

maintains that his brother distorted the events 
surrounding their mother’s death to gain  
sympathy. “Your docudrama relies on Robert’s 
self-serving, revisionist and fictitious account  
of the past,” Douglas wrote in a letter to  
producers. “On the night my 
mother died, Robert was not 
brought to the window by my 
father. This makes you an enabler 
of a sick and dangerous man  
and helps him in his attempts  
to rewrite history and blame 
others for his misdeeds.”

Those misdeeds seemed to 
begin immediately after his mother’s death, as 
Robert—he says his father was distant and not 
often home—frequently ran away, necessitating 
calls to police to find him. He graduated from 
Scarsdale High School and attended Lehigh 
University, then graduate school at UCLA. 

Meeting and marrying the pretty,  
outgoing Kathleen McCormack in  
1973 brought him happiness.

“It was perfect,” he says. But the 
marriage became troubled because  
“I was making all the decisions,”  
including one that his wife would have 
an abortion because he didn’t want  
kids. “Kathie started changing ... when  
I made her get an abortion.” Robert 
admits that on Jan. 31, 1982, the day 
she disappeared, the couple had had a 
physical altercation, but he claims that 
he dropped her off at the train station 
so she could visit friends in Manhattan.

Durst didn’t call police for four days 
—because, he says, he didn’t want them 
to investigate their troubled marriage. 
“Our lives were half-argument, fighting, 
slapping, pushing, wrestling,” he says. 
“It deteriorated from there.”

Kathleen’s case went cold, but 
Robert was always under suspicion.  
In 2000, shortly after police had 
reopened the investigation into her 
disappearance, citing new evidence, 
Durst’s long-time confidante, Susan 
Berman—she was considered a key 
witness—was found shot in her 
Benedict Canyon, California, house. 
Durst was questioned but not 
charged—until now. 

“Bob Durst didn’t kill Susan 
Berman,” said Durst’s lawyer Dick 
DeGuerin. “He’s ready to end all  
the rumour and all the speculation 
and have a trial.”

Brother Douglas, for one, is  
happy with the arrest. “We are 
relieved and grateful to everyone 
who assisted in the arrest of Robert 
Durst,” he said in a statement.  

“We hope he will finally be held accountable  
for all he has done.” Says an “ecstatic” Cazalas, 
“When we were investigating the murder  
of Morris Black, we always thought he had 
something to do with the murder of Susan 

Berman. She said she was going 
to talk to investigators about 
him and then right before  
she could, she was murdered.” 
Cazalas maintains he was  
always a person of interest. “It 
doesn’t matter to me whether 
he’s arrested in Los Angeles, 
New York, Texas, if the FBI 

arrests him, whatever,” he told WHO. “All that 
matters is that he’s off the street because he’s 
dangerous. He looks like an old, frail man  
now, and I get that. But you don’t have to be 
strong to pull a trigger.” 
n By Steve Helling and Marianne Bilkey

“In my career,  
I never saw a 

more clear-cut 
case of murder”
—retired Det Cody Cazalas
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BEHIND 
THE 

SCENES

“I wanted the dress 
to look like a moving 

watercolour,” says 
costume designer Sandy 

Powell of Cinderella’s  
ball gown. “It’s made of 
lots of different fabrics, 
lots of layers and I used 

several different colours, 
which built up to make 

the moving blues.”

CinderellaCREATING
Disney is putting a fresh spin on the 1950 

animated classic with a live-action ‘Cinderella’ 
dripping in lush details fit for a fairytale 
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PRINCE 
ALARMING

For the ballroom scenes, 
Madden— “not a gifted 

dancer”—said he trained “three 
or four days a week for 2½ months 

before they’d even let me near 
the real dress. And I destroyed 

two practice dresses 
completely ... ripped to 

shreds.”

    Screen
Lily James as Cinderella  with Richard Madden as the prince. 

“We had men with paints and brushes and gold leaf,” says director Kenneth Branagh. “And every day  we’d go in and look at [the carriage, left] blossoming. When it arrived on-set, there was a collective gasp.”

Made of Swarovski 
crystal, the famous 
footwear was more 
prop than costume.  
It was so delicate that 
Cinderella herself, Lily 
James, never wore it. 
“You had the fear of 
God whenever you held 
it,” says James. 

Madden’s prince (right, with 
Derek Jacobi as the king) 
wore white military garb 
embroidered “using silver 
bullion in Pakistan, and it 
was also embellished with 
tiny crystals, barely visible, to 
reflect the light,” says Powell.

nce upon a time a 
maiden arrived on the 
famed 007 Stage at 
London’s Pinewood 
Studios and did a  
little redecorating. 
Cinderella (in cinemas 
on March 26), a 

reimagining of the beloved 1950 animated 
film, is the latest in a string of fairytale-themed 
Disney projects—think Maleficent, Into the  
Woods and the upcoming Beauty and the 
Beast. The live-action movie is directed by 
Kenneth Branagh and stars Lily James (Rose in 
Downton Abbey) as the sweet young woman 
who, with help from a fairy godmother (Helena 
Bonham Carter), breaks free of her wicked 
stepmother (Cate Blanchett) and stepsisters and 
finds her Prince Charming (Richard Madden, 
who played Robb Stark in Game of Thrones). 

Although Branagh is directing, it’s the 
three-time Oscar-winning production designer 
Dante Ferretti (The Aviator) whom the cast  
and crew call “maestro.” One glance at the 

ballroom gives you an indication of why. 
Sumptuous details abound, from the grand 
staircase overlooking the ballroom to the  
faux marble floor inlaid with an intricate royal 
crest to the scores of flickering candles. There 
are so many candles, in fact, that it takes at least 
eight people to light them all. It all feels rather 
magical. “You aren’t alone in feeling that,” says 
Branagh. “I felt the same thing when I started to 
see it go up. You felt the love behind it!” 

Of course, no fairytale would be complete 
without equally lavish costumes. And for that 
responsibility, Branagh and Disney enlisted 
another triple-Oscar holder, Sandy Powell 
(Shakespeare in Love). Powell oversaw 
hundreds of wardrobe items, including the 
heroine’s icy blue ball gown bedecked with 
approximately 10,250 hand-applied 
Swarovski crystals. “When I put it on,  
I was so self-conscious,” says James. “The 
‘princess’ moment was like, ‘Holy mother  
of God! How am I going to fill these shoes? 
Or these slippers!’ ”  
n By Clark Collis

O

Cinderella A  
FANTASTICAL 
FAIRY FROCK

Helena Bonham Carter’s voluminous, 
Swarovski-studded fairy-godmother 

gown is more regal than the plain 
purple cloak worn by Cinderella’s 
bibbidi-bobbidi benefactor in the 
animated film. And a touch more 
magical, too, thanks to 4,000 tiny  

LED lights wired to a battery  
pack the actress wore 

around her waist. 
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BOOKS 
SPECIAL

As the leaves turn and weather cools, it’s the 
perfect time to settle in with a new book

autumn

‘Still Alice’ author Lisa Genova is flying high

 W
hen Lisa Genova’s 
grandmother was grandmother was 
diagnosed with diagnosed with 
Alzheimer’s, Genova Alzheimer’s, Genova 
was “heartbroken was “heartbroken 

and unnerved by it” and set out  and unnerved by it” and set out  
to research everything she could to research everything she could 
about the disease. But it was only about the disease. But it was only 
after her divorce that the mother after her divorce that the mother 
of three left her career as a neuro-of three left her career as a neuro-
scientist to follow her dream and scientist to follow her dream and 
write her 2007 debut novel, Still write her 2007 debut novel, Still 
Alice, about a linguistics professor Alice, about a linguistics professor 
diagnosed with early-onset diagnosed with early-onset 
Alzheimer’s disease. Alzheimer’s disease. 

Forced initially to self-publish Forced initially to self-publish 
and sell the book out of the boot of and sell the book out of the boot of 
her car because publishers were put her car because publishers were put 
off by the subject matter, Genova, off by the subject matter, Genova, 
44, never imagined it would become 44, never imagined it would become 
a bestseller and then a film, or  a bestseller and then a film, or  
that in 2015 she would be at the that in 2015 she would be at the 
Oscars to see Julianne Moore win Oscars to see Julianne Moore win 
Best Actress for playing Best Actress for playing 
Alice. “A year ago Alice. “A year ago 
today I was on the set today I was on the set 
of Still Alice in New of Still Alice in New 
York City, so it’s been York City, so it’s been 
a really extraordinary a really extraordinary 
year,” says Genova,  year,” says Genova,  
at her home in at her home in 
Massachusetts. Also Massachusetts. Also 
extraordinary? Her extraordinary? Her 
night rubbing shoulders night rubbing shoulders 
with Hollywood with Hollywood 
A-listers. “It was so A-listers. “It was so 

magical ... and really emotional,” magical ... and really emotional,” 
she says. “I was teary in line at she says. “I was teary in line at 
Starbucks that morning [thinking], Starbucks that morning [thinking], 
‘How does this happen?’ ” ‘How does this happen?’ ” 

It was a fitting spot for Genova’s It was a fitting spot for Genova’s 
moment of reflection, as her local moment of reflection, as her local 
Starbucks was where she wrote Starbucks was where she wrote 
Still Alice and her subsequent three Still Alice and her subsequent three 
novels, including her latest, Inside novels, including her latest, Inside 
the O’Briens (Simon & Schuster, the O’Briens (Simon & Schuster, 
$29.99). It tells the story of a $29.99). It tells the story of a 
devoted husband and father devoted husband and father 
diagnosed with Huntington’s diagnosed with Huntington’s 
disease (HD), a neurodegenerative disease (HD), a neurodegenerative 
genetic disorder that affects muscle genetic disorder that affects muscle 
coordination and leads to mental coordination and leads to mental 
decline and eventually death. decline and eventually death. 
There’s a 50 per cent chance his There’s a 50 per cent chance his 
children will have inherited HD children will have inherited HD 
from him. It’s more tough subject from him. It’s more tough subject 
matter, but “I get so inspired by  matter, but “I get so inspired by  
the heroic people I have come to the heroic people I have come to 
know through my research, and know through my research, and 

the resilience of the the resilience of the 
human spirit,” says human spirit,” says 
Genova. And like Genova. And like 
Still Alice, Inside  Still Alice, Inside  
the O’Briens could the O’Briens could 
be headed for the  be headed for the  
big screen: “Nothing big screen: “Nothing 
official yet,” says official yet,” says 
Genova with a trill  Genova with a trill  
of excitement. “But of excitement. “But 
it’s very likely.”  it’s very likely.”  
n By Alyssa 
BraithwaiteBraithwaite

hollywood 
heroine
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With a host of  TV scripts, stage plays  
and young-adult novels to her  
name, Sydney-based Debra Oswald—

co-creator of TV’s Offspring—now lends her 
signature wit and warmth to her first novel for 
adults, Useful (Penguin, $32.99). It’s about “a man 
who decides he will become a useful human 
being by donating his kidney,” she tells WHO. 
“Of course it doesn’t turn out to be that simple.”

Do you have any personal experience with 
organ donation?organ donation?
No direct experience, but I enjoyed researching 
the subject. I love writing about the body— 
the flesh-and-blood reality of it, but also  
the emotional and moral dilemmas that go 
with the experience of stumbling around the 
world inside a human body.   
Do you have any writing rituals? 
My writing uniform consists of tracksuit pants  
and ugg boots. I’ve been known to prowl 
around my house imagining I am one of the 
characters, talking aloud, working myself  
up to be angry or sad. 
How are you finding 
life after Offspring? life after Offspring? 
I’m still reeling from the 
intense, wonderful and 
surprising experience 
that Offspring turned 
out to be. I’m excited to 
keep telling stories in 
various forms and hope 
they find an audience. n

‘Offspring’ scribe Debra 
Oswald tackles organ donation

A useful 
talent
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“I try to look at all  
my flawed characters 
with honesty and a  
bit of compassion,”  
says Oswald.

Genova (left)
celebrated with
Julianne Moore

on Feb. 21, the
eve of the

Oscars.

Genova swapped
her “Lululemon
yoga gear” for
a dress lent by
Rolando Santana
and $83,000
worth of diamonds
for her Oscars
debut on Feb. 22.

“I’m so proud of her,” 
says Genova of her 
leading lady. “This 
movie in any other 
hands could have 
been a trainwreck.”

Seeing Still Alice 
become a film (with 
Kristen Stewart and 
Julianne Moore) was 
“thrilling,” says Genova. 
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IF I FALL IF I DIE
MICHAEL CHRISTIE
Eleven-year-old Will has not set foot 

outside his home in 
years and counts 
his eccentric 
mother as his only 
friend. Don’t miss 
this heartwarming 
story about fear, 
friendship—and 
skateboarding.

ThE AnchorEss
Robyn CAdwALLAdER
There’s buzz aplenty around this 

historical fiction  
by Canberra-based 
Cadwallader, about 
a teen “anchoress,” 
a medieval holy 
woman who 
devotes her life  
to prayer inside a 
tiny stone cell.

ThE FIFTh GosPEL
IAn CALdwELL
Crime fiction, family drama and 

religious history 
collide in this 
page-turner about 
a murder in the 
Vatican. A thrilling 
follow-up to 
Caldwell’s 2004 
bestseller, The  
Rule of Four.

hAUsFrAU
JILL ALEXAndER ESSbAUM
“Anna was a good wife, mostly,” 

begins the debut 
novel from prize-
winning poet 
Essbaum. This tale 
of adultery and 
alienation, which 
unfolds in icy 
Switzerland, will 
have you hooked.

BOOKS 
SPECIAL “Anything that 

challenges us 
mentally and 

physically builds 
resilience,” says 

Johnstone, who 
consults for 

the Black Dog 
Institute.

Johnstone with his 
wife, Ainsley, and
daughters Abby,

11, and Luca, 9.

With humour and heart, a beautifully illustrated book offers tips on bouncing back from challenges
lessons for life

IILife doesn’t always go to plan, as Matthew 
Johnstone knows too well, so in his seventh 
book, The Big Little Book of Resilience (Pan 

Australia, $19.99), the Sydney author and artist 
explores in words and his signature illustrations 
what adversity can teach us. Says Johnstone, 50, 
who has had depression, “Good can come from bad, 
but only if we’re prepared to learn and grow from it.”

Your previous books have covered depression 
and mindfulness—what prompted Resilience? and mindfulness—what prompted Resilience? 
I spent a good chunk of my late 20s and 30s 
dipping in and out of depression while holding up 

a full-on job as a creative in advertising—not  
a great combo. When I did decide to take the 
condition seriously I began to truly understand  
the concept of resilience and wellbeing. As crappy 
as the experience was, it was still my greatest 
teacher and it has informed how I now live my life.
Why is being resilient so important in life? 
Whether it’s heartbreak, redundancy or sickness, 
stuff happens. It’s not to say we should live with  
an endless sense of foreboding, but look at it as an 
opportunity to live each day fully because we do 
not know what is around the corner. This book is 
about accepting what you can and cannot change. 

It’s a decade since your first book, I Had a Black 
Dog, was released. How has life changed?Dog, was released. How has life changed?
Radically. Before Black Dog, I was stumbling 
through life and I didn’t really have a purpose and  
I couldn’t really see a future. Now, not that every 
day is peachy keen—whose is?—I have a much 
greater sense of self.
What advice would you give your younger self? 
To really take some time to think about what I 
wanted to do with my life, to slow down, to enjoy 
more of the journey. To ease up on being such  
a perfectionist ... and never buy a pair of green 
jeans—it’s a federal offence.n
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THE SECRET LIFE OF 
LUKE LIVINGSTONE
CHARITY NORMAN

Norman’s fourth 
novel focuses on a 
solicitor and family 
man who harbours 
a secret. Will Luke 
Livingstone share 
his true feelings 
with his loved ones 
or end it all?

JOE’S FRUIT SHOP  
& MILK baR
ZOE BOCCABELLA

A sweeping  
true story about 
history and 
memory that  
journeys from 
1930s Italy to  
the Queensland 
cane fields and 
Brisbane floods. 

THE SECRETS OF 
MIDWIVES
SALLY HEPWORTH

Fans of Call the 
Midwife and One  
Born Every Minute  
will relish Hepworth’s 
debut novel about 
three generations of 
midwives—written 
during her own 
pregnancy. n

MEDEa’S CURSE
ANNE BUIST
Meet Natalie King, a kickass forensic 

psychiatrist who 
rides a Ducati  
and plays in a  
rock band. Buist 
—a perinatal 
psychiatrist —crafts 
an intelligent 
thriller about 
mothers who kill.

“I knew in my gut 
when I hadn’t when I hadn’t 
heard from her,” heard from her,” 
says Harding.says Harding.

On Aug. 28 last year, 
Sydney novelist Traci Sydney novelist Traci 
Harding chatted on the Harding chatted on the 
phone to her mother, phone to her mother, 
Toni Anne Ludgate,  Toni Anne Ludgate,  

who had called from India to wish who had called from India to wish 
her a happy birthday. “My birthday her a happy birthday. “My birthday 
is the same as my is the same as my 
brother’s,” Harding tells brother’s,” Harding tells 
WHO. “She was going  
to call him.”  to call him.”  

Tragically, Ludgate, Tragically, Ludgate, 
75, never had the chance 75, never had the chance 
to. In November, after to. In November, after 
Ludgate had been Ludgate had been 
missing for three months, missing for three months, 
Indian police found  Indian police found  
the volunteer’s body the volunteer’s body 
buried in a remote area buried in a remote area 
outside Puttaparthi, outside Puttaparthi, 
where Ludgate travelled where Ludgate travelled 
every year to help the every year to help the 
community. Police community. Police 
arrested three men for arrested three men for 
robbery and murder. robbery and murder. 
“She wouldn’t begrudge “She wouldn’t begrudge 
the men that did it, she the men that did it, she 
was just that kind of was just that kind of 
person,” says Harding,  person,” says Harding,  
50, who takes solace in  50, who takes solace in  
at least knowing her at least knowing her 
mother’s fate: “With mother’s fate: “With 
missing people, your missing people, your 
great fear is you won’t great fear is you won’t 
find out what happened. find out what happened. 
Not knowing is worse Not knowing is worse 
than actually knowing.” than actually knowing.” 

Yet Harding must now Yet Harding must now 
go on without her mum, go on without her mum, 

“my biggest advocate.”  The 15th and “my biggest advocate.”  The 15th and 
final novel in her Timekeepers series, final novel in her Timekeepers series, 
Awol (HarperVoyager, $29.99), is out Awol (HarperVoyager, $29.99), is out 
now, a bittersweet achievement for now, a bittersweet achievement for 
the bestselling writer: “She never the bestselling writer: “She never 
got to read it,” reflects the mother of got to read it,” reflects the mother of 
two, who is working on a new novel, two, who is working on a new novel, 

which she will dedicate which she will dedicate 
to her mother. “It tends to her mother. “It tends 
to hurt a bit more,”  to hurt a bit more,”  
she says of writing she says of writing 
characters’ deaths. characters’ deaths. 
“Things may be more “Things may be more 
uncomfortable for me uncomfortable for me 
now and may hit a raw now and may hit a raw 
nerve, but I wouldn’t nerve, but I wouldn’t 
change anything. I’ll  change anything. I’ll  
go there if I have to.”go there if I have to.”
n By Karina Machado n By Karina Machado 
and Emma Martinand Emma Martin

The murder of her mum in India rocked The murder of her mum in India rocked 
bestselling author Traci Harding   bestselling author Traci Harding   

Triumph 
and tragedy 

kINd TO 
THE CORE
Her mother, Toni Anne 

Ludgate, “was a spiritual 
person,” says Harding. “She 

would feel sorry for [her killers] 
... The people of Puttaparthi 

have now formed an 
organisation to safeguard 

visitors to the holy 
city.”

“Mum loved the
people,” says 
Harding (left, with
Ludgate) of her 
mother’s annual
trips to India.

Ludgate (centre) with 
her grand-daughter 
Sarah (left) and Harding.
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$249.95 
Ray-Ban sunglasses Ray-Ban sunglasses 

1300 655 6121300 655 612

With Siobhan Sheehan
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star style
10 

best 
buys

Blush tones and 
monochrome prints will 

ease you into autumn

 Suki 
Waterhouse 
stepped 
out in Ralph 
& Russo 
Couture in 
London in 
February  
last year.

WHO’s weekly pick of fashion’s best buys and hottest trends
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ter  2015

$388.20 
Red Valentino culottes 

net-a-porter.com

$129 
Trenery top Trenery top 

trenery.com.autrenery.com.au

$25 
Kookai earrings Kookai earrings 
kookai.com.aukookai.com.au

$160 $160 
Bec & Bridge skirt Bec & Bridge skirt 

02 9310 423002 9310 4230

$179 
Country Road heels Country Road heels 
countryroad.com.aucountryroad.com.au

$60 
Kookai scarf 

kookai.com.au

$345 
Oroton bag Oroton bag 

oroton.com.auoroton.com.au

$129 
Krystle Knight cuff 

krystleknightjewellery.com

$169 
Steele jumperSteele jumper

steelemelbourne.com.austeelemelbourne.com.auusteelemelbourne.com.au

Tap any of the 
items to buy!
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Milan

New York

Tailoring with a utilitarian feel—executed in blazers 
and mid-length, waisted coats—was juxtaposed 
with a 1970s romantic theme. Details were key,  

with a strong mix of textures, appliqué and 
accessories (Dolce & Gabbana and Prada).

New York Fashion Week brought 
its usual aesthetics, such as clean, 
sophisticated lines and wearable 
street-ready looks. This season, 

however, was by no means 
predictable. There was a focus on 

fur trims (Tome and Altuzarra) 
and oversized cocoon silhouettes 
(Victoria Beckham). The on-trend 
colour palette centred on neutral 

tones with a subtle safari feel  
in khaki and animal print.

Tome

Fendi 

Jason Wu

Altuzarra

Sportmax Marni

Dolce & Gabbana

Zimmermann

Jil Sander Prada

Victoria 
Beckham

Dion Lee
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Dior

Mary Katrantzou

Jonathan Saunders 

Paris

London

This season hinted a 1990s Parisian love story with 
minimal French sophistication in tweed and soft 
layering (Chanel and Céline). There was a touch  

of adventure with animal print at Dior, but overall,  
the silhouettes were neat and feminine.

In London the collections were 
vivid in colour, texture and  

detail, drawing on retro and 
bohemian themes. Prints reflected 

a vintage feel updated in  
floral and brocade with fringing 

details (Burberry and Christopher 
Kane), and vibrant dyed fur made 

several appearances through-  
out the week (Roksanda and  

Anya Hindmarch). 

Burberry  

Céline 

Christopher Kane

Balmain  

Balenciaga 

Chanel 

RoksandaPeter Pilotto

Carven
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ASHION  W E EKwrap-up The top trends for  
autumn/winter in New York, autumn/winter in New York, 

London, Milan and Paris London, Milan and Paris 
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Luxury designer discount online  
store the Outnet is the world’s only store the Outnet is the world’s only 
exclusive stockist for many luxury exclusive stockist for many luxury 

designer brands and offers express designer brands and offers express 
shipping to Australia. Along with its shipping to Australia. Along with its 
long designer list, the Outnet stocks long designer list, the Outnet stocks 

its own exclusive in-house label,  its own exclusive in-house label,  
Iris & Ink, with styles ranging from soft Iris & Ink, with styles ranging from soft 

cashmeres to high-quality leather cashmeres to high-quality leather 
accessories. Comprising both stylish accessories. Comprising both stylish 

staples and statement pieces,  staples and statement pieces,  
you’re bound to bag a find.  you’re bound to bag a find.  

theoutnet.comtheoutnet.com

Following its centennial celebrations last year, Following its centennial celebrations last year, 
Australian fashion brand Sportscraft has announced  Australian fashion brand Sportscraft has announced  
its new ambassador, actress Naomi Watts, will launch  its new ambassador, actress Naomi Watts, will launch  

its autumn campaign. “Sportscraft represents all  its autumn campaign. “Sportscraft represents all  
the things that are a part of me—a working woman,  the things that are a part of me—a working woman,  

a mother, someone who wants to look classic  a mother, someone who wants to look classic  
and well put together,” explains Watts.  and well put together,” explains Watts.  

sportscraft.com.ausportscraft.com.au

Timeless style

Luxe 
to Less
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Miroslava Duma, internet star and 
founder of Buro 24/7, is coming 

Down Under in April to attend the 
20th anniversary of Mercedes-Benz 

Australian Fashion Week.

Australian jewellery designer Sarina Suriano has joined forces 
with homegrown talent Anna Bamford to launch her autumn 

campaign, “Leaves,” with a series of portraits of the actress  
wearing the new collection. sarinasuriano.com

Autumn leAves

$259.95 $259.95 
Leaf collar Leaf collar 
necklace necklace 

Anna  
Bamford

Naomi  
WattsWatts

Iris & Ink  Iris & Ink  
collectioncollection

FAshion 
insider

Our pick of this week’s breaking news and trends

Get 
the 
look

$120

$150

$199.95 
Pave crystal Pave crystal 
leaf ear cuff leaf ear cuff 

and stud and stud 

$159.95 $159.95 
Crystal leaf Crystal leaf 

banglebangle

From russiA 
with love

Miroslava
Duma

$224

all 
grown up
Kate Moss’s teen half-

sister, Lottie Moss, made 
her Paris Fashion Week 
debut walking for the 
Sonia Rykiel show. It  

will be the frst  
of many! 

$273

Lottie
Moss
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Who got it right?

Reese Witherspoon
Los Angeles, Jan. 7

“The preppy look has the opposite 
efect on Reese, making her look 

older than she is. It’s a bit too 
ladylike, nothing about this outft  

is really unexpected.” FR
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Alison Brie 
Park City, Utah, Jan. 24Park City, Utah, Jan. 24

“I like this jumper more on Alison. “I like this jumper more on Alison. 
The preppy ‘sweater and shirt’ thing The preppy ‘sweater and shirt’ thing 
suits her bright-eyed, girl-next-door suits her bright-eyed, girl-next-door 

looks. But I can’t say that I’m  looks. But I can’t say that I’m  
in love with the boots!”in love with the boots!”

Kenya MooreKenya Moore
New York, Feb. 3New York, Feb. 3

“This colour looks great “This colour looks great 
on her skin tone, but on her skin tone, but 

the neckline and longer the neckline and longer 
length doesn’t work length doesn’t work 
with her fgure. Also, with her fgure. Also, 
the accessory choices the accessory choices 
don’t create an impact don’t create an impact 
or complete the look.”or complete the look.”

Malin Malin 
AkermanAkerman

Los Angeles, Feb. 17Los Angeles, Feb. 17
“This dress is perfect “This dress is perfect 
for Malin. Her short for Malin. Her short 

hair really shows of the hair really shows of the 
neckline and I love how neckline and I love how 

she has accessorised. she has accessorised. 
Metallics always work Metallics always work 

with orange.”with orange.”

Biggest 
blunder

“Her choice of 
accessories needs 

more punch to them 
to make this look  

more unique.”

Cushnie 

Biggest 
blunder

“Her hairstyle could 
have coordinated 

better with the 
modern, sleek style 

of the dress.”

STYLE: Who got it r

This week’s guesT judge 
Nilou Zibaee
Zibaee is the womenswear designer of Australian 
fashion brand Saba. Founded by Joe Saba in 1965, 
the label is beloved for its versatile wardrobe 
staples, with a focus on clean lines and elegant 
silhouettes; saba.com.au.

It’s a 
winner!

It’s a 
winner!

Tory BurCh 

eT oChs
dressdress

sweaTer
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Rosamund Pike  
“Love this—understated 

and chic while still 
retaining some edge.”

Cara Delevingne 
“No styling and no 

accessories makes this 
look too grungy.”

Scarlett Johansson  
“A great look for Scarlett, 

finished perfectly with 
some ear bling.”

1 2 3

Olivia Palermo
New York, Feb. 13New York, Feb. 13

“Olivia has used this stole really  “Olivia has used this stole really  
well to break up a head-to-toe  well to break up a head-to-toe  

print look. The bright-blue clash  print look. The bright-blue clash  
is fun and unexpected.”is fun and unexpected.”

Hannah Bronfman
New York, Feb. 15

“The stole doesn’t really shine in 
Hannah’s outft, it just gets lost in a 
sea of black fur from her jacket. It 

should be the hero of the look.”

Hannah Davis
Nashville, Nov. 12

“This jumpsuit is striking on Hannah—
an all-in-one doesn’t need much else.  

In this case, less is more. Love the nude 
makeup and nails to match.”

Cat Deeley
Los Angeles, Oct. 16

“This still looks great on Cat, but she 
doesn’t need the heavy accessories. 
The statement bag is unnecessary— 

a jumpsuit is a statement in itself.”

Who got it right

It’s a 
winner!

It’s a 
winner!

Top Ranking: Undercuts

Safiyaa 
jumpSuit

Biggest 
blunder
“There’s too much 

volume going 
on—she looks a bit 

overwhelmed.”

Biggest 
blunder
“Hannah only just 

wins, with the cream 
of the (pant) crop.”

CharlottE
SimonE 
StolE
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RESTORE THE 
APPEARANCE

OF DRY SKIN
IN THE TIME
IT TAKES TO

READ THIS

New Vaseline®

Intensive Care™ Spray 
with 2x more moisturisers.*

VAS27005Vas15341018 2015-02-03T10:30:18+11:00



star beauty
WHO’s guide to the latest cosmetic confections and trends With Danielle Jackson

Kate Hudson in 
Versace at Paris 
Haute Couture 
Fashion Week  
in January.

beauty tip
To emulate Hudson’s beach-
babe vibe, spritz in salt spray 

and add haphazard waves 
with a curling wand. Shake 
out with fingers and finish 

with bronzer along 
cheekbones. 

Snapchat with...

We caught up with the 
quintessential LA woman to quintessential LA woman to 
talk style secrets and top buys.talk style secrets and top buys.

kate 
hudson
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1Your favourite 
pharmacy beauty 
buys? “Maybelline New 

York’s Great Lash Mascara is  York’s Great Lash Mascara is  
an old-school go-to. It just an old-school go-to. It just 
works. Maybelline’s coloured works. Maybelline’s coloured 
mascaras are fun, too. I also  mascaras are fun, too. I also  
like Pond’s Cold Cream and like Pond’s Cold Cream and 
Cetaphil face wash.”  Cetaphil face wash.”  

2Style icons? “I tend to 
look back to the 1970s  look back to the 1970s  
at women like Bianca at women like Bianca 

Jagger and, of course, my  Jagger and, of course, my  
mum [Goldie Hawn]. There  mum [Goldie Hawn]. There  
are also so many young  are also so many young  
actresses who do a great job  actresses who do a great job  
of expressing themselves of expressing themselves 
through fashion, like Lupita through fashion, like Lupita 
Nyong’o and Emma Stone.”  Nyong’o and Emma Stone.”  

3Describe your look.  
“I call it California Easy. 
The common thread is The common thread is 

comfort—flowy and feminine. comfort—flowy and feminine. 
It’s not very trend-orientated.  It’s not very trend-orientated.  
I want items that work for my I want items that work for my 
body and vibe, not just because body and vibe, not just because 
they are on-trend. I usually they are on-trend. I usually 
splurge on shoes, otherwise  splurge on shoes, otherwise  
I love a good $25 dress.”    I love a good $25 dress.”    

4Your desert-island 
beauty essential? 
“By Terry Rose Lip Balm. 

I have one in my purse and one I have one in my purse and one 
by my sink. It smells beautiful, by my sink. It smells beautiful, 
moisturises and brings out the moisturises and brings out the 
natural colour in your lips.  natural colour in your lips.  
It’s just the perfect product.” It’s just the perfect product.” 

$84 $84 
By Terry  By Terry  

Rose Lip Balm Rose Lip Balm 
mecca.com.aumecca.com.au

$67.99 
Olay  Olay  

Regenerist Regenerist 
Luminous  Luminous  

Tone Perfecting Tone Perfecting 
Treatment Treatment 

1800 028 2801800 028 280

$200 $200 
GHD Curve  GHD Curve  

Classic Wave Wand Classic Wave Wand 
1300 443 4241300 443 424

$12.95 
Maybelline New York Maybelline New York 
Great Lash MascaraGreat Lash Mascara

1300 369 3271300 369 327

$61.95 $61.95 
Avène Eau Thermale  Avène Eau Thermale  

Rich Compensating CreamRich Compensating Cream
avene.com.auavene.com.au

BEAUTY11_Opener.lay.indd   61 18/03/15   11:40 AM
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colour 
riot Take your 

makeup cues from makeup cues from 
the art worldthe art world

DRAWING CLASS DRAWING CLASS 
Pencil in a hot date with this Pencil in a hot date with this 

bad boy—he’s pigment-rich bad boy—he’s pigment-rich 
and very easy on the eye.  and very easy on the eye.  

Bobbi Brown Art Stick in Hot  Bobbi Brown Art Stick in Hot  
Orange, $44; davidjones.com.auOrange, $44; davidjones.com.au

pop It  pop It  
LIKE It’S HotLIKE It’S Hot

A painterly palette A painterly palette 
reminiscent of Damien reminiscent of Damien 

Hirst’s Dot series.  Hirst’s Dot series.  
Urban Decay Electric Pressed Pigment Urban Decay Electric Pressed Pigment 

Palette, $80; mecca.com.auPalette, $80; mecca.com.au

SoLID  SoLID  
FINISHFINISH

If your DIY mani looks like a Monet  If your DIY mani looks like a Monet  
from ‘Clueless’ (good from a distance  from ‘Clueless’ (good from a distance  

but up close just a big old mess), try this.   but up close just a big old mess), try this.   
Essie Nail Colours from the Summer Collection, $16.95 each; 1300 369 327Essie Nail Colours from the Summer Collection, $16.95 each; 1300 369 327

pAINtING NoW pAINtING NoW 
Loud and bold, like English artist Loud and bold, like English artist 
Tracey Emin’s controversial work ‘My Tracey Emin’s controversial work ‘My 
Bed’. Wear the red for a similar result.   Bed’. Wear the red for a similar result.   
Australis  Velour Lips Matte Lip Cream, $9.95; priceline.com.auAustralis  Velour Lips Matte Lip Cream, $9.95; priceline.com.au

CoLLECtoR’S CoLLECtoR’S 
ItEMItEM
Three tools to  Three tools to  
take home (and  take home (and  
just as I see  just as I see  
salad as a salad-salad as a salad-
dressing delivery dressing delivery 
system, the  system, the  
application is  application is  
most of the fun).    most of the fun).    
Lulu and Lipstick Brush Set,  Lulu and Lipstick Brush Set,  
$89.95; luluandlipstick.com$89.95; luluandlipstick.com

ABStRACt toUCHABStRACt toUCH
Dior’s dip-dyed blush reminds Dior’s dip-dyed blush reminds 

me of a Rothko: soft swirls of me of a Rothko: soft swirls of 
peach melt into mandarin.   peach melt into mandarin.   

Dior Nude Tan Tie-Dye Edition Blush  Dior Nude Tan Tie-Dye Edition Blush  
Harmony, $84; davidjones.com.auHarmony, $84; davidjones.com.au

To colour 
your world 
try Valspar 

Paint
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* Conditions apply, see www.qvskincare.com.au. Claims close 27/4/15. Max 1 claim per household. Retain original purchase receipt. Refund awarded as EFTPOS card 
for the value of the product shown on the purchase receipt, up to a maximum of the product Recommended Retail Price (QV Kids Foaming Wash 150ml RRP$9.20).

NEW 

QV Kids Foaming Wash is a dermatologically tested and ef ective foam wash that’s free from soap, 
fragrance and other common irritants. It is also pH balanced making it ideal for even sensitive skin 
types. QV Kids Foaming Wash moisturises the skin as it cleanses and kids will love the innovative, 
liquid-to-foam dispenser that makes application fun and easy.

Try QV Kids Foaming Wash 150ml for free.*
See qvskincare.com.au for details. Available in pharmacy.

Play–proof skincare.
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S tart with a holiday tart with a holiday 
devoted to choco-devoted to choco-
late and carbs, add  late and carbs, add  
a long weekend and a long weekend and 

it’s easy to see why Easter can it’s easy to see why Easter can 
be the undoing of even the be the undoing of even the 
most dedicated dieter. The  most dedicated dieter. The  
trick to staying on track, says trick to staying on track, says 
personal trainer Blake Worrall personal trainer Blake Worrall 
Thompson, is to set goals while Thompson, is to set goals while 
remaining realistic in your thinking. remaining realistic in your thinking. 

“It’s Easter and chocolate is “It’s Easter and chocolate is 
amazing, so enjoy it but know how amazing, so enjoy it but know how 
your body responds,” says Worrall your body responds,” says Worrall 
Thompson, who has trained Lara Thompson, who has trained Lara 
Bingle, Sally Obermeder and Natalie Bingle, Sally Obermeder and Natalie 
Bassingthwaighte. “Realistically, over Bassingthwaighte. “Realistically, over 
that four- or five-day period, you’re that four- or five-day period, you’re 
probably going to eat a lot more than probably going to eat a lot more than 
you normally would.”you normally would.”

His solution: aim for a diet of green His solution: aim for a diet of green 
vegetables and lean protein in the weeks vegetables and lean protein in the weeks 
before and after Easter, “and you should before and after Easter, “and you should 
be able to balance what you’re doing be able to balance what you’re doing 
over that period.” Also, work out at over that period.” Also, work out at 
least every second day, even if it’s only least every second day, even if it’s only 
for 20 minutes. Worrall Thompson for 20 minutes. Worrall Thompson 
suggests exercising first thing: “Get up, suggests exercising first thing: “Get up, 
get it done, and get it out of the way.”get it done, and get it out of the way.”

trainer tip
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You can avoid an 
Easter blowout, Easter blowout, 

says a top trainersays a top trainer
Swap milk  

chocolate for 
dark chocolate

Dark and raw chocolate are both  
lower in sugar and higher in antioxidants lower in sugar and higher in antioxidants 

than regular milk chocolate. than regular milk chocolate. 

Turn 
iT up!

Exercising to music  
can boost motivation 

and make us feel 
better about  

our workouts, say 
researchers from Brunel University  
in London. The lesson: choose a 
catchy beat and stick to it for 
maximum benefits. 

“A good diet needs balance.

I eat well for 80 per cent of

the time and relax for 20 per

cent. And most importantly

never feel guilty if you eat

badly. Remember, you’re

only one meal away from

getting back on track.”

—Dalton Wong, Jennifer

Lawrence’s trainer

Swap 
thi

Swap 
thi fo

thi

food 
swaps

“People think they can 
outrun a bad diet and 
unfortunately it’s not 
possible,” says Worrall 

Thompson. 

Swap white  
wine for red 

The grape skins in red  
wine are higher in the wine are higher in the 

antioxidant resveratrol, antioxidant resveratrol, 
but it’s still best enjoyed  but it’s still best enjoyed  

in moderation.in moderation.

High-intensity holiday circuit
Rev up your workouts with this circuit from Blake Worrall 
Thompson. Aim for 21 reps of each move, followed by an Thompson. Aim for 21 reps of each move, followed by an 

800m run, then 15 reps, run, and finish with 9 reps. 800m run, then 15 reps, run, and finish with 9 reps. 

1.1. Lunges on  
     each leg
2.2. Push-ups
3. Squat jumps

4. Tricep dips
5. Burpees
6. Leg raises on 
     each leg

it

bodieswith Michelle Bateman

binge
Beatthe

fo
thi

Lawrence

Natalie Bassingthwaighte 
worked with Blake Worrall 
Thompson to get in shape 

for some big events, 
including her wedding.
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Now available on iPad, tablet,  
iPhone and smartphone!

More 
Galleries,   

videos and  
celebrity 

news!

Apple, the Apple logo, iPhone and iPad are trademarks of Apple Inc., registered in the US and other countries. App Store is a service mark of Apple Inc.

“I wanted the dress 
to look like a moving 

watercolour,” says 
costume designer Sandy 

Powell of Cinderella’s  
ball gown. “It’s made of 
lots of different fabrics, 
lots of layers and I used 

several different colours, 
which built up to make 

the moving blues.”

CinderellaCreating
Disney is putting a fresh spin on the 1950 

animated classic with a live-action ‘Cinderella’ 
dripping in lush details fit for a fairytale 

46 l  Who  
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■ Serves 4 

foodwith Michelle Reedy

Flathead with smashed Flathead with smashed 
potatoes & salsa verdepotatoes & salsa verde

 what you need
4 x 120g pieces 
flathead or whitingflathead or whiting

500g cocktail 500g cocktail 
potatoes, cut in halfpotatoes, cut in half

½    cup plain flour½    cup plain flour

2 eggs2 eggs

2 cups panko 2 cups panko 
breadcrumbs (regular breadcrumbs (regular 
breadcrumbs can be breadcrumbs can be 
substituted)substituted)

Vegetable oil for Vegetable oil for 
fryingfrying

Wedges of lemon Wedges of lemon 

For the  For the  
salsa Verde:salsa Verde:

½    cup picked parsley½    cup picked parsley

½    cup picked basil½    cup picked basil

½    cup picked mint½    cup picked mint

2 small cloves garlic, 2 small cloves garlic, 
choppedchopped

1 tbsp baby capers1 tbsp baby capers

2 anchovies2 anchovies

1 tbsp sherry vinegar, 1 tbsp sherry vinegar, 
or red wine vinegaror red wine vinegar

1/3 cup extra virgin 1/3 cup extra virgin 
olive oilolive oil

Cracked black pepperCracked black pepper

Parsley is always used when making salsa verde, a Parsley is always used when making salsa verde, a 
classic green sauce of Italy. Capers and anchovies are classic green sauce of Italy. Capers and anchovies are 
added for a natural saltiness; vinegar sharpens the added for a natural saltiness; vinegar sharpens the 
sauce and olive oil rounds the flavours to a smooth sauce and olive oil rounds the flavours to a smooth 
finish. This combination is excellent with fish and crispy finish. This combination is excellent with fish and crispy 
smashed potatoes. Any leftover salsa verde can be smashed potatoes. Any leftover salsa verde can be 
served the next day with grilled steak or as a dressing served the next day with grilled steak or as a dressing 
for salad.for salad.

1Preheat oven to 180ºC. Blanch the potatoes in 
salted water for 10–12 minutes. Drain well.salted water for 10–12 minutes. Drain well.

2 Meanwhile, lay out three dishes, one for the 
flour, one for the beaten eggs and one for the flour, one for the beaten eggs and one for the 

crumbs. Dip each piece of fish in the flour, then  crumbs. Dip each piece of fish in the flour, then  
the egg, then into the crumbs. Set aside.the egg, then into the crumbs. Set aside.

3 Begin heating enough oil for deep frying  
in a large saucepan or deep fryer. Use a  in a large saucepan or deep fryer. Use a  

fork to lightly squash each potato; set aside.fork to lightly squash each potato; set aside.

4 For the salsa verde, place all the ingredients in 
a food processor and blitz until well combined.a food processor and blitz until well combined.

5Once the oil comes to frying point, cook  
the potatoes in batches till golden, drain on the potatoes in batches till golden, drain on 

kitchen paper and place in the oven to keep warm. kitchen paper and place in the oven to keep warm. 
Fry the fish in two batches until golden on all Fry the fish in two batches until golden on all 
sides, then drain on kitchen paper. Serve the sides, then drain on kitchen paper. Serve the 
crumbed fish with crispy potatoes, salsa verde  crumbed fish with crispy potatoes, salsa verde  
and wedges of lemon. and wedges of lemon. 

Drink mE!
scott 
chardonnay 2013
In the Piccadilly Valley 
of the Adelaide Hills, 
Sam Scott makes 
wines under both  
his name and that  
of La Prova (“the 
experiment”), which 
is devoted to Italian 
varieties grown here. 
This chardonnay  
is a restrained, 
generous and very 
elegant wine of  
great freshness.  
It’s as classy as its 
label. Only 60 dozen 
made. $40.

Tap here to see a 
step-by-step guide
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ENJOYED

BREWED

BAKED

muffinbreak.com.au

{BY BAKERS}

{BY YOU}

{BY BARISTAS}

Our bakers have been baking muffns fresh on-site 
daily since 1989. From sweet and savoury to 
gluten and dairy free, there's something to 
satisfy everyone's tastebuds. And don't forget 
to check the menu for our great savoury 
range – perfect for lunch.

Come and taste what our skilled baristas can do with our award- winning signature blend. 
Freshly ground to order, you can enjoy your perfect cuppa rich with aroma and favour.

Whether you bring the family, meet up with a friend or 
stop off yourself, our friendly staff are always there to 
make sure you enjoy every morsel and mouthful.

BAKED FRESH EVERY DAY

WE GRIND EVERY CUP
BREWED

{BY BARISTAS}
Come and taste what our skilled baristas can do with our award- winning signature blend. 
Freshly ground to order, you can enjoy your perfect cuppa rich with aroma and favour.

BAKED
BY BAKERS}

ENJOYEDENJOYED
{BY YOU} Whether you bring the family, meet up with a friend or 

stop off yourself, our friendly staff are always there to 
make sure you enjoy every morsel and mouthful.

BREWED

BAKED
{{BY BAKERS}

Our bakers have been baking muffns fresh on-site 
daily since 1989. From sweet and savoury to 

satisfy everyone's tastebuds. And don't forget 

ENJOYEDENJOYED
Come and taste what our skilled baristas can do with our award- winning signature blend. 
Freshly ground to order, you can enjoy your perfect cuppa rich with aroma and favour.Freshly ground to order, you can enjoy your perfect cuppa rich with aroma and favour.Freshly ground to order, you can enjoy your perfect cuppa rich with aroma and favour.
Come and taste what our skilled baristas can do with our award- winning signature blend. Come and taste what our skilled baristas can do with our award- winning signature blend. 
Freshly ground to order, you can enjoy your perfect cuppa rich with aroma and favour.Freshly ground to order, you can enjoy your perfect cuppa rich with aroma and favour.
Come and taste what our skilled baristas can do with our award- winning signature blend. 

ENJOYEDENJOYED
Whether you bring the family, meet up with a friend or 
stop off yourself, our friendly staff are always there to 
make sure you enjoy every morsel and mouthful.
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Insurgent
SCI-FI ACTION; M, 1hr 59min
STARRING: Shailene Woodley, Theo 
James, Kate Winslet, Naomi Watts

Three days is a blink, in real 
time and in franchise hours. So 
mood-wise, nothing has changed 
in The Divergent Series when 
the grim pickings of Insurgent 
pick up where 2014’s Divergent 
left off. Fitting nowhere in a 
derelict Chicago divided into five 
unappealing factions, Divergents 
Tris (Woodley) and Four 
(James) are now being hounded 
throughout the city by Erudite 
faction head honcho Jeanine 
(Winslet) and her humourless 
storm-troopers.

Their deplorable predicament 
leaves them at the mercy of 
all and sundry: first stop is the 

Amity faction, followed in short, 
unhappy order by Factionless 
HQ, where Four’s chilly-wily, 
presumed-dead mother, Evelyn 
(Watts), rules the roost. Next 
stop is Candor and a public trial 
by truth-serum fire. Then it’s on 
to Erudite, to which Tris travels 
alone for a final bout of mental 
torment at the unsparing hands 
of Jeanine and her daymare 
technology. Oh, the pain!

The bunker-chic sets look 
sensational, director Robert 
Schwentke takes off at a 
gallop and the actors’ fixated 
purpose never wavers. If only. 
Instalments, by definition, are 
fodder for the converted. For 
those not in that loop, this future 
is a wretched fate. 

—Andiee Paviour

Not with  
a bang... 

Woodley.

Superior mother: Watts  
(with Jonny Weston).

viiewMovies     DvD     Television     Music

Tap here to  
watch a trailer
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DRAMA; M, 1hr 35min
STARRING: John Lithgow, Alfred Molina, 
Marisa Tomei

Together for 39 years, Benjamin and 
George (Lithgow and Molina, both 
unselfconsciously smashing) are newly 
wed and blissfully happy. Catholic 
Church hierarchy doesn’t share the love, 
however, and when school music teacher 
George loses his job and their Manhattan 
apartment must be sold, as a “transitional 
phase” the two need somewhere to stay.

So off they go—separately, space 
being mouse hole tight in New York—to 
the apartments of dear friends: 71-year-
old painter Ben bunks down with his 
nephew, Elliot (Darren Burrows), Elliot’s 

author wife, Kate (Tomei), and their testy 
teenage son, Joey (Charlie Tahan), while 
George holes up with an exuberant gay 
couple (Cheyenne Jackson and Manny 
Perez). Both arrangements are far from 
ideal, cutting into tolerance levels across 
the board.

Love is strange, though, and wonder-
ful, too, when its rocky permutations and 
mysterious truths are as finely drawn as 
they are here by director and co-writer 
(with Mauricio Zacharias) Ira Sachs, and 
especially when Chopin’s swooning 
compositions heighten the tender-hearted 
mood. The casting is a dream date, too, 
with everyone so at ease in their charac-
ters’ life-hewn skins that you never want 
their deep-seated stories to end. 

Love Is Strange
Lithgow (left)
and Molina
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ingratiating Oh on any planet, 
and less than zero when he and less than zero when he 
unwittingly gives their new unwittingly gives their new 
address away. Tip isn’t mad address away. Tip isn’t mad 
keen on Boov, either. But keen on Boov, either. But 
since she is set on finding her since she is set on finding her 
missing mum (Lopez) and Oh missing mum (Lopez) and Oh 
is on the run from his incensed is on the run from his incensed 
associates, commanded associates, commanded 
by the screamingly inept by the screamingly inept 
Captain Smek (Martin), their Captain Smek (Martin), their 
relationship is a case of needs relationship is a case of needs 
must. At first.must. At first.

We’re not talking hidden We’re not talking hidden 
depths here: Home is animation depths here: Home is animation 
as a candy-factory explosion, as a candy-factory explosion, 
SuperBall-bouncy and swirled SuperBall-bouncy and swirled 
with sunshine from Paris to with sunshine from Paris to 
Australia. It’s a prime kid-puller, Australia. It’s a prime kid-puller, 
in other words, wrapped up in in other words, wrapped up in 
a go-to message of personal a go-to message of personal 
courage and mutual tolerance courage and mutual tolerance 
and sweetened still further by and sweetened still further by 
a soulful theme from La Lopez. a soulful theme from La Lopez. 
“Feel the Light” yet?“Feel the Light” yet?

ANIMATION; PG, 1hr 34min
VOICES BY: Jim Parsons, VOICES BY: Jim Parsons, 
Rihanna, Steve Martin,  Rihanna, Steve Martin,  
Jennifer Lopez Jennifer Lopez 

Oh (busily voiced by Parsons) Oh (busily voiced by Parsons) 
is a Boov: an extra-terrestrial is a Boov: an extra-terrestrial 
cuddlebug who is (mainly) cuddlebug who is (mainly) 
purple, pudgy and disaster purple, pudgy and disaster 
prone, with mangled speech prone, with mangled speech 
patterns, a flurry of stumps  patterns, a flurry of stumps  
for legs and eyes wide for legs and eyes wide 
(mostly) with dismay. Fleeing (mostly) with dismay. Fleeing 
a fearsome predator, the Boov a fearsome predator, the Boov 
have colonised Earth and have colonised Earth and 
re-located all humans with re-located all humans with 
the exception of resourceful the exception of resourceful 
Rihanna look-alike Gratuity Rihanna look-alike Gratuity 
“Tip” Tucci (Herself, and yep, “Tip” Tucci (Herself, and yep, 
she sings).she sings).

His fellow Boov have His fellow Boov have 
zero time for the clingy, zero time for the clingy, 

HomeRush hour: Tip and Oh 
(in the car) trip out.
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NOWBig Eyes  
BIOGRAPHY; M, 1hr 46min
STARRING: Amy Adams, Christoph Waltz 

Artist Margaret Keane’s saucer-eyed 
children’s portraits were a benchmark of 
1960s cheese. “I believe that you can see 
things in eyes,” Adams, as the tentative, 
modest Keane tells Waltz as her exuberant, 
exploitative, soon-to-be second husband, 
Walter, in director Tim Burton’s surprisingly 
conventional biopic.

Whatever Margaret sees in her haunted 
waifs, thousands of people are ready and 
willing to share. At their peak, the mass-
producing Keanes are a global phenom—but 
with one, game-changing caveat: while the 
invisible and ignored Margaret beavers away 
in her studio for 10 years, flashy huckster 
Walter takes the credit for his wife’s work. 
Resentful yet compliant, she lets him get 
away with it. Remember, this was the 
straitlaced 1950s (and the ’60s, although not 
so swinging behind the Keanes’ closed doors, 
where Walter degenerates into a soused bully).

As Walter, Waltz overflows with gusto, but 
Adams is fabulous, vibrating like a tuning 
fork through Margaret’s dazzled infatuation, 
caged humiliation and the liberating anger 
that sees her vindicated in court. Her story 
was hot news at the time and makes a 
fascinating movie, which Burton (Edward 
Scissorhands, Sweeney Todd et al) plays 
uncharacteristically straight. The strangest 
truths need no fancy footwork. 

Picture imperfect: 
Waltz and Adams.

ACTION/DRAMA; MA, 1hr 40min
STARRING: Jack O’ConnellSTARRING: Jack O’Connell

Unbroken powerhouse o’connell is Unbroken powerhouse o’connell is 
back in uniform as Private Gary Hook, a back in uniform as Private Gary Hook, a 
British soldier fresh out of training and British soldier fresh out of training and 
deep in grave danger in the quagmire deep in grave danger in the quagmire 
of the 1971 Belfast troubles, in which of the 1971 Belfast troubles, in which 
Protestant Loyalists and catholic Protestant Loyalists and catholic 
nationalists are tearing each other nationalists are tearing each other 
apart. When his unit’s first deployment apart. When his unit’s first deployment 
degenerates into a mob scene and they degenerates into a mob scene and they 
scramble to get the hell out of Dodge, scramble to get the hell out of Dodge, 
Gary is mistakenly left stranded. now Gary is mistakenly left stranded. now 
every man in all camps is a potential every man in all camps is a potential 
enemy. Hunted, rat-like, through enemy. Hunted, rat-like, through 
blighted, nightmarish streets, injured blighted, nightmarish streets, injured 
from a bomb blast and constantly from a bomb blast and constantly 
afraid, Gary is fighting another sort of afraid, Gary is fighting another sort of 
war entirely as he scrambles with the war entirely as he scrambles with the 
instinct and stealth of an exile to live instinct and stealth of an exile to live 
through what seems an eternal night.through what seems an eternal night.

Shot handheld to an ominous, Shot handheld to an ominous, 
pulsing soundtrack, director Yann pulsing soundtrack, director Yann 
Demange’s debut feature is ugly, scary Demange’s debut feature is ugly, scary 
and urgent. this is yet another bloodbath and urgent. this is yet another bloodbath 
no individual can ultimately win: not no individual can ultimately win: not 

the likes of Gary Hook, who are caught the likes of Gary Hook, who are caught 
up and lost in it, not the corrupt players up and lost in it, not the corrupt players 
working its dirty angles and certainly not working its dirty angles and certainly not 
the men, women and children whose the men, women and children whose 
losing battle it really is. losing battle it really is. 

’71 The chase never stops  
for O’Connell in ’71.for O’Connell in ’71.

Scroll for 
more!
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YOURS ON DVD 
19 MARCH

Strong sex scenes, 
violence, sexualised violence, sexualised 
violence, themes violence, themes 
and nudityand nudity © 2014 Universal Sony Pictures Home Entertainment

Australia Pty Limited. All Rights Reserved.

SEASON ONE ~ VOLUME ONE

WHAT IF YOUR FUTURE WAS THE PAST?

“Sexy, shocking, “Sexy, shocking, 
intense and amazingintense and amazing

– eonline– eonline

StonehearSt aSylum
THRILLER; M, 1hr  48min; 2014
Kate Beckinsale, Jim Sturgess
Based on a story by Edgar Allan 
Poe, Stonehearst Asylum feels  
like the sort of gothic chillers 
that Roger Corman and Vincent 
Price cranked out in the 1960s, 
minus the goosebumps. Sturgess 
plays a young doctor who 
arrives at a remote madhouse 
run by Ben Kingsley (hamming  
it up to the hilt) and falls for a 
beautiful patient (Beckinsale). 
The big twist comes way too 
early, and despite some creepy 
ambience the film’s mostly just  
a mess.          —C.N.

Palo alto
DRAMA; MA, 1hr 36min; 2013
Emma Roberts, James Franco
A poignant-but-meandering 
indie about two teens coming  
of age in suburbia, Palo Alto is 
adapted from a 2010 collection 
of James Franco stories. It stars 
Roberts as a shy soccer player 
who can’t stand her binge-
drinking classmates and is 
seduced by her coach (Franco).  
Directed by Gia Coppola, the 
film has a dreamy, lyrical quality, 
but it never offers anything that 
a dozen other movies about  
kids growing up too fast haven’t 
before.           —C.N.

hornS
DRAMA; 2hr; 2013
Daniel Radcliffe, Juno Temple
Former boy wizard Radcliffe 
returns (rather untriumphantly) 
to the realm of the supernatural 
in this overstuffed, half-baked 
thriller about a guy who, 
suspected of murdering his 
girlfriend (Temple), wakes up 
with a set of gnarled devil horns 
sprouting from his forehead. The 
curse comes with the power to 
make the folks in his small town 
confess their sickest impulses  
to him, which is funny the first 
time it happens. After that, not 
so much.        —C.N.

RadcliffeBeckinsale Roberts
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FInDInG VIVIan maIer (2013)FInDInG VIVIan maIer (2013)
A haunting documentary that explores the A haunting documentary that explores the 

engrossing mystery of Maier, a Chicago nanny engrossing mystery of Maier, a Chicago nanny 
who was posthumously discovered to be one of who was posthumously discovered to be one of 

the great street photographers. the great street photographers. 

my olD laDy (2014)
The setup promises light French fun—Kevin Kline The setup promises light French fun—Kevin Kline 

inherits a Paris apartment only to fnd Maggie inherits a Paris apartment only to fnd Maggie 
Smith is his legal tenant—but for every shrug of Smith is his legal tenant—but for every shrug of 
c’est la vie there’s a bitter revelation. c’est la vie there’s a bitter revelation. 

DRAMA; M, 1hr 51min; 2014
STARRING: Emily Browning, Olly Alexander

The word twee conjures up visions of puppies, 
cardigans and young people who probably  
aren’t good at football. This musical from Belle  
& Sebastian’s Stuart Murdoch features all three, 
but the witty songwriting saves it from being too 

cute. The story follows Eve (Browning) as she 
forms a band with James and Cass (Alexander and 
Hannah Murray), searching for an outlet for her 
depression. Inspired by the French New Wave, 
every shot looks like an indie album cover, and  
if the plot seems thin, that might be Murdoch’s 
point: every life deserves its own musical, even 
(especially) the ordinary ones. —M.M.

God Help the Girl

From left: Murray, 
Alexander and Alexander and 

BrowningBrowning
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What has the reaction been to your What has the reaction been to your 
character’s story? “I had thousands of character’s story? “I had thousands of 
tweets from people. I was crying. Members tweets from people. I was crying. Members 
of the transgender community were of the transgender community were 

saying, ‘I never thought I’d see myself on saying, ‘I never thought I’d see myself on 
TV. You have no idea what this means to TV. You have no idea what this means to 
me. Now maybe people will get it.’ ”me. Now maybe people will get it.’ ”
Did you have any hesitations? “I just Did you have any hesitations? “I just 

didn’t want to let down the straight didn’t want to let down the straight 
tomboys that my character represented  tomboys that my character represented  

for four seasons.”                              for four seasons.”                              —Patrick Gomez—Patrick Gomez

Dot-Marie Dot-Marie 
JonesJones

Glee’sGlee’s
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The Odd 
CoupleCouple

Girls
DRAMA   Mon., March 23, 7.30 PM; Showcase 
STARRING: Lena Dunham

Girls fans are always looking for signs 
that show creator and star Dunham  
will wade into New York’s East River  
and jump the shark. (Remember  
nude Ping Pong? That was close.) But 

Is It fun playIng a 
cougar? “I don’t like cougar? “I don’t like 
that word. For me, this  that word. For me, this  
is how I look at it: when is how I look at it: when 
you love, you love.  you love, you love.  
Age is just a number.”Age is just a number.”
Do you mIss the Do you mIss the 
1990s? “All the time.  1990s? “All the time.  
I reminisce about the I reminisce about the 
great memories. That’s great memories. That’s 
a special moment in my a special moment in my 
life and always will be.”life and always will be.”

—Emily Strohm—Emily Strohm

naoMi CaMpbeLLnaoMi CaMpbeLL
Empire’sEmpire’s

Dunham’s 
Girls may 
be tV’s 
funniest, 
most 
thoughtful 
comedy.

All programs are subject to late changes. Viewers 
should check local guides for full telecast details.

campbell’s key to success:
“enjoy what you do!”

SITCOM   Mon., March 23, 7.30 PM; Ten
STARRING: Matthew Perry,  STARRING: Matthew Perry,  

Thomas LennonThomas Lennon

The original Odd Couple (the 1970–75 The original Odd Couple (the 1970–75 
opposites-irritate-each-other classic opposites-irritate-each-other classic 
sitcom starring Tony Randall and sitcom starring Tony Randall and 
Jack Klugman) was just dying for  Jack Klugman) was just dying for  
a remake, right? So, so wrong.  a remake, right? So, so wrong.  
But for those who missed it first But for those who missed it first 
time around, I guess there might  time around, I guess there might  
be some fresh comic genius to be be some fresh comic genius to be 
found in a slobby Neanderthal found in a slobby Neanderthal 
(Perry’s Oscar Madison) inviting  (Perry’s Oscar Madison) inviting  
his neat-as-a-pin uptight best his neat-as-a-pin uptight best 
friend (Lennon’s Felix Unger) to friend (Lennon’s Felix Unger) to 
share his bachelor pad.share his bachelor pad.

It’s not that this new Odd Couple It’s not that this new Odd Couple 
is outrageously bad: the humour is outrageously bad: the humour 
steers along in the vein of Two and a steers along in the vein of Two and a 
Half Men (i.e., nicely), especially once Half Men (i.e., nicely), especially once 
Perry gets into his comic groove and Perry gets into his comic groove and 
breaks a little free from the boorish breaks a little free from the boorish 
stereotype Oscar is first painted. It’s stereotype Oscar is first painted. It’s 

just that it’s unnecessary. Leave classic just that it’s unnecessary. Leave classic 
comedies well enough alone. comedies well enough alone. 

The actress, 51, plays transitioning Coach Bieste 
in the musical series. (Thursdays, 8.30 in the musical series. (Thursdays, 8.30 PM; Eleven)PM; Eleven)

Season 4 began brilliantly and looks 
likely to stay that way clear to tonight’s 
finale. Dunham’s Hannah, now a 
substitute teacher, decides to cement 
a friendship with a student at a tattoo 
parlour. This results in an excruciating 
scene that exposes (again) Hannah’s 
self-deception, hypocrisy and—the 
reason we still love her—genius for 
papering over her flaws with killer 
jokes. —Tom Gliatto

The English model, 44, has  
a recurring role in the  a recurring role in the  

music-biz series (Sundays, music-biz series (Sundays, 
9.30 9.30 PM; Ten).PM; Ten).

Jones: “I make  
a good-looking  
dude, huh?”

oscar and felix (perry, left,  
and lennon) together again.

Scroll for 
more!
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Heart on her 
sleeve: can  sleeve: can  
the queen of  the queen of  
’80s pop keep  ’80s pop keep  
up in 2015?up in 2015?

Madonna
Rebel HeaRt 
Interscope/Universal

Is she still relevant? 
Well, if the recent much-
viewed footage of her 
taking a tumble onstage 
is any indication, then we 
still care when she falls 
over. But what exactly 
does Madonna mean 
musically in 2015? Her 13th album, 
which comes in 14, 19 and 25-track 
versions—all of which are too long—
suggests that she’s not at all sure herself. 
There is a track called “S.E.X.” that 
quite literally spells out the fact she is 
trying too hard. By the time she gets to 

“Bitch, I’m Madonna”, 
you’re thinking (a) “You 
really think you need to 
remind us?”; and  
(b) “Didn’t Britney 
do this 8 years ago 
on ‘Gimme More’?” 
The lady fares much 
better when she stops 
protesting too much and 
gets down to business 

on the likes of pumping disco-house 
track “Living for Love” and shimmering 
electro-ballad “Ghosttown”, but the 
fact that at least three songs directly 
reference her past work suggests that the 
former undisputed queen of pop is now 
chasing trends she once started. 

Modest Mouse 
StRangeRS to ouRSelveS  
Epic/Sony
It’s a slightly disappointing 
album title from a band 
whose last record was We 
Were Dead Before the Ship 
Even Sank. Eight years have 
passed, but the group from 
the US northwest is still 
sounding like the indie-rock  
house band for a circus, their 
offbeat, knees-up rhythms 
set against Isaac Brock’s 
unhinged vocals, delivered 
as if he is using a loud-
hailer. The subject matter 
is as oblique as ever, as 
suggested by “The Tortoise 
and the Tourist” and “God 
Is an Indian and You’re an 
Asshole”. 

Noel Gallagher’s 
High Flying Birds 
CHaSing YeSteRdaY  
Sour Mash/Warner
Gallagher should consider 
setting his interviews to 
music. The former Oasis 
songwriter is smart and 
funny when he talks, but sit 
him down with a guitar and 
it’s “I’d give you the world if 
you take my hand/ But you 
left me alone in the sinking 
sand/ Strike up the band for 
one last stand.” Musically it’s 
superannuated Britpop, the 
odd sax solo and borrowed 
bits from David Essex and the 
Hollies, while on the opening 
track you’d swear he’s going 
to break into “Wonderwall”  
at any moment. 

goon
True Panther/Remote Control

In 2012 he endured a painful 
break-up, a car colliding with his bike 
and his mother’s cancer diagnosis. 
Cue songwriting material. The lanky 29-year-old Canadian with 
the halo of dark curls looks like a 1960s–’70s singer-songwriter, 
and he sounds like one, too. “Without You” is not a cover of the 
Badfinger song and “Can We Still Be Friends” is not a cover of the 
Todd Rundgren song, but both those references hold true. Most 
songs focus on piano and voice, both of which are gentle and 
measured. At times Jesso eerily echoes John Lennon; at other 
times it’s Paul McCartney. Either way, his clear, uncluttered 
sentiments and arrangements cut through. 

Tobias Jesso Jr 
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Piano man: 
Jesso Jr evokes Jesso Jr evokes 

the classic singer-the classic singer-
songwriter era.songwriter era.
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Opera on Sydney 
Harbour: Aida

Fleet Steps, Mrs Macquarie’s Point; March 27–April 26

Sculpture 
by the Sea

Cottesloe Beach, Perth; until March 23 
Make the most of still-balmy autumn days 
and drop by scenic Cottesloe for the last 

weekend of Sculpture by the Sea. Now in its 
11th year, the free exhibition features works 
by 70 international artists. On March 22, the 

EY People’s Choice Prize of $2,500 will be 
announced, along with the Kids’ Choice 
Prize—$2,000 donated by film producer 

Rebel Penfold Russell—as voted by  
children who visited the exhibition.
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Bluesfest
Tyagarah Tea Tree Farm, Lot 103–105 Pacific 
Hwy, Tyagarah, Byron Bay, NSW; April 2–6

Australia’s premier annual blues and 
roots festival returns with a stellar 

line-up including “Take Me to Church” 
singer Hozier, the Counting Crows and 
Ben Harper & the Innocent Criminals, 

reuniting for the first time in seven years 
for their only Australian show. Take your 

pick from seven stages, five licensed 
bars, more than 40 food stalls and 50 

market stalls this Easter weekend—and 
keep an eye out for the koalas! The site is 

rife with them. Tickets from $90 for an 
adult for one day; Bluesfest.com.au.

The fourth Handa Opera 
on Sydney Harbour is set 
to be the most spectacular 
yet, with a 700-strong team 
involved in the inaugural 
staging in the iconic setting 
of Verdi’s tragic love story 
Aida. “The real challenge 
is to retain the private and 
intimate exchanges while 

saturating the senses,” says 
designer Mark Thompson. 
Audiences can sample a 
range of culinary delights as 
they enjoy the lavish show 
(and nightly fireworks) from 
their prime harbourside 
spot. Adult tickets from  
$79; Opera.org.au or  
wotif.com/packages/aida.

Irish singer-songwriter 
Hozier is set to make 

his Bluesfest debut.

Model-turned-soprano 
Milijana Nikolic in Aida.

“Penelope’s Web” 
by Kevin Draper.

Tokonoma
Basement Level, 44 Bridge St, Sydney

This sophisticated restaurant submerged within historic 
premises invites the return of the long lunch with a 

discerning drinks menu to accompany fine Japanese fare 
inspired by the concept of “shun”—the essence of the 

seasons. Contact reservations@tokonoma.com.

EAT
sydney sydney 

cbdcbd

DON’T 
MISS!

OZ COMIC-CON
Pop-culture fans will flock Pop-culture fans will flock 

to these expos packed to these expos packed 
with exhibitors and with exhibitors and 

celebrities. The shows celebrities. The shows 
kick off in Perth kick off in Perth 

(April 11(April 11–12), then –12), then 
Adelaide (April 18Adelaide (April 18–19), –19), 
before moving on to before moving on to 

Melbourne, Brisbane and Melbourne, Brisbane and 
Sydney; ozcomiccon.com.Sydney; ozcomiccon.com.

MIles alleNMIles alleN
Los Angeles actor Miles Los Angeles actor Miles 
Allen brings his hit solo Allen brings his hit solo 
show One Man Breaking show One Man Breaking 

Bad: The Unauthorised Bad: The Unauthorised 
Parody (a send-up of  Parody (a send-up of  
TV’s Breaking Bad) to TV’s Breaking Bad) to 

Melbourne (April 4Melbourne (April 4–19) and –19) and 
Sydney (April 21Sydney (April 21–25) for –25) for 

each city’s comedy festival; each city’s comedy festival; 
comedyfestival.com.au.comedyfestival.com.au.

sPaNIsH FIlM FesTIValsPaNIsH FIlM FesTIVal
Spain’s box-office hit Spanish Spain’s box-office hit Spanish 

Affair will open the 2015 Spanish Affair will open the 2015 Spanish 
Film Festival at Sydney’s Palace Film Festival at Sydney’s Palace 
Norton St cinema on April 21.  Norton St cinema on April 21.  

The festival then travels to Palace The festival then travels to Palace 
cinemas in Melbourne, Brisbane, cinemas in Melbourne, Brisbane, 
Canberra, Adelaide, Perth, Byron Canberra, Adelaide, Perth, Byron 
Bay and Hobart, where it winds Bay and Hobart, where it winds 

up on May 7. Tickets on sale up on May 7. Tickets on sale 
March 19; palacecinemas.com.au.March 19; palacecinemas.com.au.

THe PHOTOGRaPH  
aNd aUsTRalIaaNd aUsTRalIa

byROnbyROn
bAybAy

PeRTHPeRTH

sydneysydney

An 1898 image by 
Ernest B. Docker.

The largest exhibition of 
Australian photography since Australian photography since 
1988—more than 400 images 1988—more than 400 images 

from 120 artists, including from 120 artists, including 
Max Dupain—borrows from Max Dupain—borrows from 

nationwide collections and explores nationwide collections and explores 
the history of the medium from the the history of the medium from the 
1840s to today. March 21–June 8 at 1840s to today. March 21–June 8 at 

the Art Gallery of NSW, Sydney.the Art Gallery of NSW, Sydney.
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Be.interactive calls cost $1.05 a minute incl GST. Calls from mobiles may cost extra. 
www.astrolutely.com  Telephone service provider: Be.interactive. Helpdesk 1800 65 33 44

horoscope

SCORPIO
OCt. 23–NOV. 21
Venus may be already 
producing the goods as far 
as your love-life is concerned, 
but should you be wishing 
there was someone—any-
one!—with whom you could 
partner up, maybe Jupiter 
can help. when you make 
moves at the appropriate 
astrological moment, you 
get better results. Don’t  
give up on love. For more, 
phone 1902 261 655.

CAPRICORN
DEC. 21–JAN. 19
By focusing on the positive 
as opposed to the negative, 
you’re going to feel happier 
and more fulflled. Jupiter  
is in top form, helping in 
matters related to love and 
money, and it may be a case 
of putting extra cash behind 
a project and/or devoting a 
little more time to romance 
in order to achieve growth. 
make the efort. For more, 
phone 1902 261 655.

AQUARIUS
JAN. 20–FEB. 18
Venus-Jupiter aspects bring 
out the best in people and 
the best in life, so you 
cannot blame your stars for 
not trying to give you a great 
time. on the other hand, 
maybe you’re concerned 
about a special occasion or 
worried that a plan may  
not be fulflled. relax: you 
believed in something once, 
why doubt yourself now? For 
more, phone 1902 261 655.

GEMINI
MAY 21–JUNE 20
while you should not ignore 
an obvious red fag, just 
because someone isn’t 
contacting you or bending 
over backwards to show his 
or her appreciation does not 
mean the relationship is in 
jeopardy. especially on 
tuesday, treat people with 
kindness and consideration 
and don’t be tempted to  
cut of communication—at 
least not just yet. For more, 
phone 1902 261 655.

SAGIttARIUS
NOV. 22–DEC. 20
Instead of feeling defeated  
by circumstances beyond 
your control, you can get a 
grip on a situation. saturn 
inspires focus, self-discipline 
and respect for boundaries, 
so if you have been following 
such practices, you should  
be seeing benefts now. If  
life  seems one long struggle, 
keep going: persistence will 
get you there. For more, 
phone 1902 261 655.

PISCES
FEB. 19–MARCH 20
a meeting concerning your 
job or fnance should go  
well, provided you are not 
expecting the moon; know 
your strengths and limitations 
—and those of others. In  
six to eight weeks time the 
groundwork you lay now will 
pay of. However, if you opt 
for a quick fx, you could  
be setting yourself up for a 
disappointment. For more, 
phone 1902 261 655.

CANCER
JUNE 21–JULY 22
this is a great time to make  
a commitment to the future, 
whether in terms of your 
emotional happiness or 
fnancial security. Next 
week’s total lunar eclipse 
could throw a curve ball into 
the mix, but this is no reason 
to stop believing in your 
dreams. sometimes those 
things that appear to stand 
in the way are the ones that 
take you there. For more, 
phone 1902 261 655.

VIRGO
AUG. 23–SEPt. 22
should you be in negotia-
tion with an ex-partner or 
company, progress looks 
good. If you have been 
concerned about fnances 
late march and early  
april is a premium period  
for getting a fair deal.  
this would also be an 
appropriate moment to  
put a property on the 
market or to add to the 
value of your home. For 
more, phone 1902 261 655.

ARIES
MARCH 21–APRIL 19
If someone or something  
is sending you distress 
signals, go into action.  
For some arians, the next 
couple of weeks feature  
an important celebration,  
in which case last-minute 
nerves are to be expected; 
likewise someone’s  
strange behaviour  
could be the result of 
keeping a wonderful 
surprise secret. For more, 
phone 1902 261 655.

tAURUS 
APRIL 20–MAY 20
with Venus and Jupiter in 
top form over the weekend 
you can look forward to 
events already in the 
planner, and should you 
meet someone at this  
time, he or she should  
turn out to be seriously 
good news. the only cloud 
on the horizon is the 
forthcoming total lunar 
eclipse, which could change 
plans. Keep your cool. For 
more, phone 1902 261 655.

LEO
JULY 23–AUG. 22
Jupiter gets another chance 
to show what it can do for 
you in the way of growth, 
success and happiness. 
eforts made this week  
will not fall on stony ground, 
especially those eforts 
linked to your long-term 
success. For some leos, love 
is in the picture. an afair 
begun now has the capacity 
to morph into a long-term 
commitment. For more, 
phone 1902 261 655.

LIBRA
SEPt. 23–OCt. 22
you may experience a 
frisson of anxiety this week, 
but there is no need to  
press the panic button;  
on the other hand, if there  
is something odd about 
someone’s behaviour, a 
conversation is necessary. 
Do not rely on a verbal 
assurance regarding  
fnance: get statements  
on paper. For more,  
phone 1902 261 655.

What your stars say this week, March 23–29. By Penny Thornton

Sarah 
Jessica ParkerJessica Parker

The Aries star The Aries star 
turns 50 on  turns 50 on  
March 25.March 25.
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Across
1  Upcoming Chris Pratt (pictured) dinosaur 

movie ___ World (8) 
6  Benedict Cumberbatch detective series (8)
10  2007 Ellen Page film (4)
11  Delivery Man star ___ Vaughn (5)
12  About a Boy star Minnie ___ (6)
13  “Pray to God” singer ___ Harris (6)
15  “Burn” singer ___ Goulding (5)
16  2015 animated Rihanna film (4)
17  Ethan Hawke sequel ___ Midnight (6)
19  Judi Dench sequel The ___ Best  

Exotic Marigold Hotel (6)
22  2010 Enrique Iglesias hit  “I ___” (4,2)
23  2013 Rosario Dawson thriller (6)
24  Star of the Resident Evil films Ali ___ (6)
26  Emily Blunt science-fiction action film  

___ Tomorrow (4,2)
29  Hannibal star ___ Mikkelsen (4)
32  The Wedding Ringer actress  

Kaley ___-Sweeting (5)
33  Ricki-Lee song “Burn ___” (2,4)
35  Lilly Wood & The Prick and Robin Schulz 

song  “___ in C” (6)
36  Frontline star Rob ___ (5)
37 Reality-TV show Wife ___ (4)
38  The Grand Budapest Hotel director,  

Wes ___ (8)
39  2015 comedy starring 11 Across  

Unfinished ___ (8)

Down
2  Star Trek: The Original Series 

communications officer (5)
3  2015 Chris Brown featuring Tyga song (3)
4  2014 comedy starring Bill Murray and 

Melissa McCarthy (2,7)
5  Prestigious French film festival (6)
6  Nirvana hit  “___ Like Teen Spirit” (6)
7  Alex Pettyfer romance ___ Love (7)
8  Insidious Australian writer and actor  

___ Whannell (5)
9  1991 Prince song (5)
14  Jessica Chastain crime drama A Most  

___ Year (7)
18  The 100 Australian star ___ Taylor (5)
20  2010 Sia song “You’ve ___” (7)
21  Jack Black Mexican wrestling comedy  

___ Libre (5)
23  2015 Avicii song (3,6)
25  Beyoncé Knowles musical biopic  

Cadillac ___ (7)
27  The Pretty Reckless singer Taylor ___ (6)
28  John Cusack science-fiction comedy  

sequel ___ Time Machine 2 (3,3)
30  Actress who stars as Quinn on Glee,  

Dianna ___ (5)
31  2015 Taylor Swift song (5)
34  Anne Hathaway film The Devil ___ Prada (5)
37  Robin Schulz featuring Jasmine Thompson 

song “___ Goes Down” (3)
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10-minute teaser

sudoku

scrambler

last week’s answers
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Place a number from 1–9 in each empty 
square so each row, column and 3x3  
block contains all the numbers from  
1–9. This puzzle is HARD.
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& 8 0 % ( 5 % $ 7 & + $ . , 5 $

' $ 1 5 + ( . % :
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alight, align, 
alit, fail, fall, 
falling, 
fanlight, fill, 
filth, final, flag, 
flail, flan, flat, 
flight, fling, 
flint, flit, gall, 
gill, gilt, glint, 
hail, half, 
haling, hall, 
halt, halting, 
hill, hilt, lain, 
lath, lathing, 
lift, light, lilt, 
ling, lint, nail, 
nill, tail, tall, till

nine-letter 
word
nightfall

scrAmBLer

Create words of four letters or more using the 
given letters only once, but always including 

the centre letter. Do not use 
proper names or foreign 

words. Can you find the 
nine-letter word?

RR AA
I

NN
NN
GG

DD
EE

W How did you score?
GooD: 35+
VerY GooD:  45+
eXceLLent: 55+
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star tracks

In the 
swim
St Barts,  
March 15March 15
Actress Actress Uma 
Thurman had had 
her hands full her hands full 
with daughter with daughter 
Luna, 2, as she 
frolicked in the frolicked in the 
waves. The star’s waves. The star’s 
other children, other children, 
Maya, 16, and Maya, 16, and 
Levon, 12, also Levon, 12, also 
enjoyed the  enjoyed the  
sand and surf.sand and surf.

Smash hit
Palm Springs, March 10
Justin Bieber Justin Bieber teamed up with 
Canadian tennis star Eugenie 
Bouchard to take part in the annual 
Desert Smash charity match hosted 
by Will Ferrell (left).  “I play ping-
pong a lot,” Bieber said of his skills. 

Flower power
Amsterdam, March 9Amsterdam, March 9
California Gurl Katy Perry took  
her Prismatic World Tour to 
Amsterdam, but said she wouldn’t 
be partaking in one local tourist 
pastime: “Weed doesn’t agree 
with me. I turn into more of a 
weirdo than I actually am.” 

ar

Tap here to see 
more celebrity pics
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Home girl
New York, 
March 13March 13
Appearing on Good 
Morning America  
to promote her 
animated alien movie 
Home (review, p. 70),
Rihanna was out of 
this world in a Pascal 
Millet jumpsuit, 
blazer and stole.

Shooting star 
Los Angeles, March 13
With four Emmy wins and a With four Emmy wins and a 
Golden Globe for his role on The  Golden Globe for his role on The  
Big Bang Theory,Big Bang Theory, Jim Parsons  
was honoured with a star on  
the Hollywood Walk of Fame.the Hollywood Walk of Fame.
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Easy riders
Hawaii, March 11
David Koch David Koch and Samantha 
Armytage Armytage were laid back—
and wearing leis—as they 
presented Sunrise from Duke 
Kahanamoku Lagoon aboard 
an aqua trike.

Best in 
show
London, 
March 12March 12
Performing for Performing for 
guests including guests including 
David and Victoria 
Beckham (right) at  (right) at 
the launch of the the launch of the 
Alexander McQueen: Alexander McQueen: 
Savage Beauty Savage Beauty 
exhibition at the exhibition at the 
Victoria and Albert Victoria and Albert 
Museum, Museum, FKA twigs 
(left) paid tribute to paid tribute to 
the late designer in  the late designer in  
one of his 2008 one of his 2008 
creations.creations.

ttar trac

Tap here to  
watch Victoria
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Good romance
Park City, March 14
Lady Gaga kept her poker face as 
she copped a smooch from fiancé she copped a smooch from fiancé 
Taylor Kinney at the Operation 
Smile charity event in Utah. Smile charity event in Utah. 

Face time 
New York, 
March 16March 16
Lena Dunham (left)
was joined by her Girls was joined by her Girls 
co-star co-star Allison Williams
at the premiere of the 
HBO documentary  HBO documentary  
It’s Me, Hilary: The Man It’s Me, Hilary: The Man 
Who Drew Eloise.Who Drew Eloise.
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French 
dressing
Paris, 
March 11March 11
Michelle WilliamsMichelle Williams
(left) and Jennifer 
ConnellyConnelly were chic 
to chic at the Louis 
Vuitton autumn 
2015 runway 
show during Paris 
Fashion Week.
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Racing 
hearts
Melbourne, Melbourne, 
March 13March 13
Kris SmithKris Smith looked 
dashing as he was 
joined by My Kitchen 
Rules contestants  
Ash Pollard Ash Pollard (left) and 
Camilla CounselCamilla Counsel at the 
Myer autumn fashion 
launch at Flemington 
Racecourse. 

Hot lap
Melbourne, 
March 15March 15
Charlize Theron Charlize Theron 
kept it chic in  
an all-white 
ensemble when 
she visited 
Australia for the 
“extraordinary” 
Formula 1  
Grand Prix.

Beanie 
babes
New York,  
March 9March 9
Sienna Miller
rugged up to 
take her take her 
daughter, daughter, 
Marlowe, 2,  
to Central Park to Central Park 
Zoo. Miller has  Zoo. Miller has  
replaced Emma replaced Emma 
Stone in Cabaret Stone in Cabaret 
on Broadway.  on Broadway.  

track

Tap here to see 
more of Sienna
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Sunny side
Berlin, March 13
Shailene Woodley was 
sunlight bright when  sunlight bright when  
she linked arms with she linked arms with 
co-star co-star Theo James at the 
German premiere of their German premiere of their 
sci-fi thriller Insurgent sci-fi thriller Insurgent 
(see review, p. 69).(see review, p. 69).
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star tracks
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86 Who  

Starry 
night
Sydney, 
March 12March 12
Singapore-based 
Antonia Kidman 
(left, in an Escada 
jumpsuit) stepped 
out with look-alike 
daughter LuciaLucia, 
13, for the ASTRA 
Awards at the Star, 
where Samantha 
JadeJade (below) 
performed to 
mark 20 years of 
subscription TV. 
Giuliana Rancic
(right) flew in to 
host the event, also 
attended by Robert 
and Terri Irwin. 

tr ks

86 86l  Who  Who
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back chat News,News,views &views &
feudsfeuds

Amy Amy 
AdAmsAdAms

THE LAST WORD
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LAST TimE i fORgOT
I lose so many things, my fiancé [artist/actor 
Darren Le Gallo] made me a T-shirt that said, Darren Le Gallo] made me a T-shirt that said, 

“I lose things I need.” He thought that was “I lose things I need.” He thought that was 
funny. I forgot the last thing that I forgot!funny. I forgot the last thing that I forgot!

LAST TimE i cOOkED
I made a goat’s cheese and avocado  

rubbed kale salad with seared salmon  rubbed kale salad with seared salmon  
with a lazy person’s Dijon glaze. I just put  with a lazy person’s Dijon glaze. I just put  
it on top and then grill it. Sometimes you it on top and then grill it. Sometimes you 
just want to make yourself a nice, clean  just want to make yourself a nice, clean  

meal so you know what’s in it.meal so you know what’s in it.

LAST TimE i WOn  
SOmETHing

I am pretty good at Boggle. You can play  
on your computer. I do it with Darren,  on your computer. I do it with Darren,  

and I beat him soundly!and I beat him soundly!

LAST TimE i WAS  
STARSTRuck

I met Julianne Moore for the first time.  
The Big Lebowski, are you kidding me? So The Big Lebowski, are you kidding me? So 
amazing! And Boogie Nights? I could just amazing! And Boogie Nights? I could just 

keep going. I was pretty awestruck to meet keep going. I was pretty awestruck to meet 
her. She’s bold. She’s brave. She goes for it.her. She’s bold. She’s brave. She goes for it.

LAST THing i RETuRnED
A pair of boots from Shopbop. They don’t 

make boots for petite girls. My dream is that make boots for petite girls. My dream is that 
they’d hit me mid-calf. Many things have they’d hit me mid-calf. Many things have 
gone back because they didn’t look like  gone back because they didn’t look like  

they did on, you know, Gisele.they did on, you know, Gisele.

Adams as artist Margaret 
Keane in the Tim Burton–
directed Big Eyes.

sam smith
“Laryngitis is kicking my ass,” posted the 

sickly four-time Grammy winner on March 11.

Pia miLLER 
The Home and Away star and mum of two, 31, 

was Summer Bay–ready in Sydney on March 15.

THE
WEEk inWEEk in
TWEETSTWEETS

The stars loveThe stars love
over-sharingover-sharing

JaCKiE O 
The DJ and hubby Lee Henderson hit Sydney 
Harbour with daughter Kitty, 4, on March 14 .

at
Big Eyes, for 

which Adams which Adams 
won a Golden won a Golden 

Globe best Globe best 
actress award, actress award, 

is in cinemas is in cinemas 
now (review, now (review, 

p. 71).p. 71).
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A quick chat with 

Keiynan LonsdaLe
With his music and dance background, you might expect With his music and dance background, you might expect 
Keiynan Lonsdale to land on his feet, but the former  Keiynan Lonsdale to land on his feet, but the former  
MTV Australia presenter is pinching himself with his  MTV Australia presenter is pinching himself with his  
good luck after landing the role of Uriah in the new good luck after landing the role of Uriah in the new 
Divergent Series film, Insurgent (review, p. 69). The 23-year-Divergent Series film, Insurgent (review, p. 69). The 23-year-
old rising star talks fight scenes and meeting idols with old rising star talks fight scenes and meeting idols with 
WHO’s Alyssa Braithwaite.

You’re from Sydney, but where are you based now? 
I just moved to Los Angeles about a month and a half 
ago. I’ve got my own place and I’m really happy. I don’t ago. I’ve got my own place and I’m really happy. I don’t 
have that much furniture yet, but it’s pretty cool. I’ve got have that much furniture yet, but it’s pretty cool. I’ve got 
a lot of friends there, so it almost feels like home.a lot of friends there, so it almost feels like home.
Do you remember what your first day on the set of  
Insurgent was like?
Yes. It was ridiculously scary. It was also just me and 
Shailene [Woodley], so I kind of jumped right into the Shailene [Woodley], so I kind of jumped right into the 
deep end. I called my friends and family back home after deep end. I called my friends and family back home after 
my first day and said, “I don’t know what to do! I shouldn’t my first day and said, “I don’t know what to do! I shouldn’t 
be here!” I was just freaking out, but Shailene made me feel be here!” I was just freaking out, but Shailene made me feel 
really comfortable. And after that I had a lot of fun.really comfortable. And after that I had a lot of fun.

Did being a dancer make the fight training easier?
That’s what the stunt guys said: “Oh you’re a dancer, 
you’ll be great!”  The guy I had to fight in one scene was  you’ll be great!”  The guy I had to fight in one scene was  
a huge guy, and I had to lift him up over my shoulders.  a huge guy, and I had to lift him up over my shoulders.  
I was like, “This is crazy!” But we did it in the end.I was like, “This is crazy!” But we did it in the end.
Fellow Aussies Naomi Watts and Jai Courtney are also 
in the cast. What were they like?
They were awesome. Naomi came and introduced herself 
to everyone, and I thought that was really nice. When I’m to everyone, and I thought that was really nice. When I’m 
meeting someone that’s so well known and has so much meeting someone that’s so well known and has so much 
experience it’s kind of nerve-wracking, so it was good that experience it’s kind of nerve-wracking, so it was good that 
she broke the ice. And Jai is such a nice guy. He was giving she broke the ice. And Jai is such a nice guy. He was giving 
me some advice about moving to LA.   me some advice about moving to LA.   
Are you easily starstruck? 
I think it’s quickly changing now, but I’m still a kid in my 
mind and every single person on that film I look up to. I mind and every single person on that film I look up to. I 
was definitely nervous—especially with Shailene. She’s was definitely nervous—especially with Shailene. She’s 
Shailene Woodley! I find enjoyment in being excited Shailene Woodley! I find enjoyment in being excited 
about celebrities. about celebrities. 
What did being on MTV teach you?
I think confidence. I got the job when I was 19, and it 
forced me to be on camera, it forced me to speak to forced me to be on camera, it forced me to speak to 
people and meet people at events and host crazy people and meet people at events and host crazy 
things, which was so not my personality at the things, which was so not my personality at the 
time. I didn’t go clubbing, I didn’t drink, I didn’t time. I didn’t go clubbing, I didn’t drink, I didn’t 
socialise that much because I get nervous socialise that much because I get nervous 
meeting new people. So when that became meeting new people. So when that became 
my job I had to act a lot more confident my job I had to act a lot more confident 
than I was. But I loved it! than I was. But I loved it! 
Are you keen to do more singing and 
dancing professionally in the States?  
Dancing is something I’ve always done and  Dancing is something I’ve always done and  
I just do it for fun. It stops me from going crazy. I just do it for fun. It stops me from going crazy. 
At the moment my focus is really on acting. I definitely At the moment my focus is really on acting. I definitely 
want to do music in the future, but I’m not going to rush want to do music in the future, but I’m not going to rush 
it and I don’t want to put stuff out there just to ride the it and I don’t want to put stuff out there just to ride the 
wave. I really want to do it right.  wave. I really want to do it right.  nn

“Don’t worry 
about the 

bitches,” 
Lawrence (inset) 

has said of 
dealing with 

mean girls.

“I’ve been fortunate to work
with a lot of great people,” says 
Lonsdale (on the Insurgent set).

Oops!I think Angelina Jolie  
is a great movie star.  is a great movie star.  

I don’t think I can be that, or  I don’t think I can be that, or  
just be an actor. I don’t think  just be an actor. I don’t think  
I have the charisma. Which is I have the charisma. Which is 
probably why I never reached probably why I never reached 
another level. I like Emma Stone. another level. I like Emma Stone. 
Whenever she’s herself, she’s Whenever she’s herself, she’s 
really cute. Jennifer Lawrence  really cute. Jennifer Lawrence  
I find annoying. Too crass.I find annoying. Too crass.

—the stars, as rated  —the stars, as rated  
by Chloë Sevigny.by Chloë Sevigny.

Following in the 
footsteps of Blake 
Garvey and Tim 
Robards, buff Tassie-
born entrepreneur 
Nathan Wood, 34, is 
looking for love on 
camera when Ten’s 
The Bachelor returns 
later this year. “He is 
wonderful, just really 
kind. He knows all 
the crew by name,” 
says host Osher 
Günsberg of the 
Melbourne-based 
ex-personal trainer, 
who owns a kids’ 
fitness company. As 
for whether Wood’s 
quest is genuine, 
“Without a shadow 
of a doubt,” says 
Günsberg.

BOYFRIEND MATERIAL?

“Ultimately
I’m searching
for the love
of my life,” 
says Wood.
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back chat

NOT CHEATING!

FASHION FAIL!

SwEET LOrdE

Despite photos showing him getting close to a 
female companion while on solo vacation in Cabo 
San Lucas in Mexico, Patrick Schwarzenegger and 
Miley Cyrus are still going strong. Soon after images 
of him doing what appear to be body shots off the 
“friend” surfaced he tweeted, ‘Omg. It’s one of my  
best friend’s girlfriend ... Would NEVER do anything 
against my GF.” Later, he added “girls have guy friends 
and guys have friends that are girls.” Miley joined the 
conversation (sort of) soon after with a long posting 
about the importance of friendship to accompany a 
pic of herself and best pal Cheyne Thomas wearing 
comedy nude outfits. Among her musings is “da  
most biewteous thang in da whole wide world iz 
friendship ... Yiew wish dey could just go on foreva 
(that’s why sometimes yiew skip da sleeping part)” 
and the telling sign-off:  “Feeling supaaa blissssed  
or maybe I’m jussss stone.”

Comedian Kathy 
Griffin ruffled  
feathers at E!’s Fashion 
Police, announcing 
her shock departure 
via Twitter on  
March 12. Griffin,  
who had only just 
replaced Joan  
Rivers, said she  
no longer wanted to 
“contribute to a 
culture of unattainable 
perfectionism and 
intolerance towards 
difference.”

Lorde entered New 
Zealand’s The X Factor 
bullygate fray, send-
ing contestant Joe 
Irvine cupcakes with 
the message: “Keep 
Being Joe.”  The sweet 
treat followed an  
outcry over husband-
and-wife judges Willy 
Moon and Natalia 
Kills, who were sacked 
for their vicious  
critique of Irvine.

Cyrus and 
Schwarzenegger 
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gossip to go!

Griffin

Irvine and,  
inset, Lorde.

Lonsdale has 
already scored already scored 

his second his second 
Hollywood role, Hollywood role, 

in The Finest in The Finest 
Hours with  Hours with  

Chris Pine and Chris Pine and 
Eric Bana. Eric Bana. 

Spare a thought 
for mum-of-two 

Jessica Alba: One 
minute she’s all 

smiles in a Mother 
of the Year Kodak 

moment with 
Haven, 3, at the 

playground ... 

... the next, the 
warm and fuzzy 
moment has 
evaporated as 
Haven hits the deck 
in a spectacular 
tumble off the 
swing.

Thankfully for  
Haven—and a

mortified Alba—the
short fall on March 7

ended in a soft landing.

Makeupmishaps
Not so picture-perfect moments caught on camera

An experiment  
with silver eye 
shadow on March 11 
did not pay off for 
Jennifer Lopez.

Kylie Jenner made a 
boob of herself when 
she suffered a cleavage 
contouring fail (above, 
on March 14), thanks 
to some inexpertly 
applied bust-boosting 
bronzer.

“I guess nobody liked 
my makeup,” said Uma 
Thurman, after this 
look on Feb. 9 sparked 
surgery rumours.

Who l 89  
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Furious star Vin Diesel, 47, has 
welcomed his third child with 
girlfriend Paloma Jiménez, 31.

ENGAGED
Model Bar Refaeli, 29, and Israeli 

businessman Adi Ezra, 40, are 
engaged, her rep confirmed 
on March 11. The couple 
met through friends two 
years ago.   

TROUBLE
Buffy the Vampire 
Slayer actor Nicholas 
Brendon, 43, was 

arrested on March 13 
—the second time this 

BABY NEWS
Brandon Jenner, 33, and wife 
Leah, 32, whose pop group, 
Brandon & Leah, and relation-
ship are often featured in TV’s 
Keeping Up with the Kardashians, 
are expecting their first child. 
Brandon, Bruce Jenner’s 
third child with ex-wife 
Linda Thompson, married 
Leah in 2012 ... Four-time 
Olympic swimming  
gold medallist Libby 
Trickett, 30, and her 
husband, Luke , 32, a 
former national team 
swimmer, are expecting 
their first child ... Fast & 
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Pamela Anderson 
accuses ex of abuse
A month after filing for divorce from poker player Rick Salomon, actress Pamela 
Anderson has been granted a restraining order against her ex. The temporary 
order, filed on March 13, will hold until a court hearing scheduled for April 3. 
In court documents, Anderson alleges Salomon’s pattern of abuse had become 
so severe that she was “scared of what he is capable of doing to me.” She 
recounted an occasion in late January when he allegedly put a pillow over her 
face while they were having sex in an attempt to smother her. The documents 
also claim that when Salomon is “upset” he calls her “cruel names” such as 
“slut,”  “ugly old bitch” and “crack whore.”  The couple, both 47, first wed in 
2007 but sought an annulment two months later. They rekindled their 
relationship years later and married again in January 2014. Six months later, 
Anderson filed for divorce but then asked the judge to dismiss her petition.

“I love him, 
but he’s very 
annoying. My 

friends used to 
call him Grumple-

stiltskin.”
Elizabeth Hurley has a love/hate 

relationship with ex-boyfriend relationship with ex-boyfriend 
hugh Grant.hugh Grant.

“I like to buy 
girls shoes 

and jewellery. 
I buy stupidly 

expensive shoes.”
he’s only 21, but Insurgent’s Ansel 
Elgort knows what women want.Elgort knows what women want.

“I don’t think  
my kid would  

be talented 
enough to 

hang out with 
Kanye’s kid.”

Kelly Clarkson won’t be 
arranging a play date arranging a play date 

for daughter river for daughter river 
with North west any with North west any 

time soon.time soon.

“I want to 
do yoga 

but when  
I have to be 
quiet, I just 
kind of go 
crazy. ‘Am 
I supposed 

to be feeling 
something?  
My mind is  
not clear.’”
Getting Zen remains a 

challenge for Anna Faris.challenge for Anna Faris.

what?
they said
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In court documents, Anderson 
claims Salomon (with her in 

Cannes last May) “has caused 
me  to fear for my safety.”

Parents-to-be Brandon 
and Leah Jenner (in April 
2014) met in high school. 

passages

Brendon’s March 13 
mug shot.

year—for allegedlyyear—for allegedly causing up  causingyear—for allegedly causing up  up
to $US1,000 of damage to his 
Tallahassee, Florida, hotel room 
during an animé convention ... 
Singers Robin Thicke, 38, and 
Pharrell Williams, 41, were 
ordered to pay $US7.3 million to 
Motown soul great Marvin 
Gaye’s family after being found 
guilty by a Los Angeles jury on 
March 10 of plagiarising his 
1977 hit “Got to Give It Up” for 
their 2013 smash “Blurred Lines”.

DIED
Film-maker Richard Glatzer, 
63, co-director with his 
husband and writing-
directing partner, Wash 
Westmoreland, 49, of the  
critically acclaimed Still 
Alice, died in New York 
on March 10 following 
a battle with the neuro-
degenerative disease ALS 
... Actor Stuart Wagstaff, 
whose theatre roles 
included My Fair Lady 
and The Sound of Music, 
died aged 90 in Sydney 
on March 10 from 
complications associated 
with pulmonary fibrosis. 
He appeared in a string 
of TV productions, 
from Blankety Blanks 
and Beauty & the Beast 
to Benson & Hedges 
commercials ... Discworld 
author Terry Pratchett died at his 
home in Broad Chalke, Wiltshire, 
on March 12, aged 66, eight 
years after being diagnosed 
with Alzheimer’s disease.

assage
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NATURAL BEAUTY BY JESS HART

Now avaliable at selected Myer, Priceline and Priceline Pharmacy stores.
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